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With the last Federal election well behind us, I would 
like to take this opportunity to congratulate the 
government and wish them all the very best in serving 
the whole Australian population.

This year the NEMBC Annual Conference will be held in 
Brisbane 29–30 November and 1 December, and I urge 
all of you to take an active interest and attend this event. 
In addition to the usual guest speakers & the workshops, 
the organizing station, 4EB, will be celebrating 40 years of 
broadcasting to the date on the first of December. For the 
station this is a very large milestone & is something that we 
look forward to sharing with all of you. The theme for this 
year’s conference is ‘Leading the Way’.
Over the last 40 years of broadcasting there has been 
tremendous changes in technology that has made our job 
in presenting our programs that much easier. This has also 
spilled over to obtaining the necessary information, either 
from our homelands or locally. I look back to the days when 
sitting for our broadcast license we were taught about 
reel-to-reels, cueing records & the fantastic technology 
of carts that we used for our sponsorship slots. We have 
come a long way in those 40 years & I dare say that the 
next 40 years will also hold advancements in technology 
that haven’t yet been invented.
This pushes me to ask the question are we, the ethnic 
sector, successful in the task we undertook all those years 
ago? The overwhelming answer to that question is YES. 
Take pride in the fact that a number of career journalists 
started in community radio and a number in the Ethnic 
sector. Take pride in the fact that we the Ethnic sector 
currently produce in excess of 2 million hours of ethnic 
programming per year, all voluntary and all local.
The NEMBC and ethnic community broadcasters are 
‘Leading the Way’ in many areas. 
The NEMBC has started a new enhanced 
identity, NEMBC MEDIA, which is a short 
name for a large concept focusing on the 
NEMBC’s creative Multicultural community 
radio and TV productions and our original 
logo enhanced with the high profile “MEDIA” 
slogan. This makes the NEMBC instantly 
recognisable and easier to recall by potential 
sponsors and clients. 
Organisations and private entities are presently seeking 
the NEMBC out to develop promotion programs 
throughout the Ethnic demographic. Our reputation as 
the Multicultural Media organisation to deliver results on 
a national platform and across all media is acknowledged 
by the broader community - We are quickly becoming the 
‘go to’ organisation for national diversity language delivery 
and broadcasting! This is evident in some of the projects 
such as Speak My Language, Online Safety Campaign and our 
Sports programs the AFL and A-League (Soccer) programs 

and more recently 
our support for 
Harmony Alliance 
to empower 
multicultural women 
votes in the last 
federal election or 
the recent successful 
Women In Media 
Forum in Canberra. 
Ethnic community 
broadcasters continue to Lead the Way. While some in the 
commercial media sector struggle to maintain audiences, 
the ethnic community broadcasting sector is in a stage of 
expansion and growth. With the advent of digital and the 
ability to stream, podcast and Facebook radio programs, 
the ethnic community audience has expanded their reach to 
‘home’ countries but more importantly to a global diaspora. 
The real strength of Ethnic community broadcasting is that 
it ventures where no other media can go; it can be the 
local connection providing news and information in their 
ethno-specific language or venture beyond to connect on 
a national level or through to a global audience utilising 
technological innovation and cultural connectivity. 
Regional Australia is witnessing a growth of new and 
emerging communities and the NEMBC is keen to support 
regional areas. There is a real opportunity for ethnic 
community broadcasting to expand into regional areas 
to give voice and create value and a sense of belonging 
to those communities to help strengthen the fabric and 
democracy in Australia.
While the NEMBC and ethnic broadcasters have 
embraced the digital age there is a major concern for the 
‘digital disruption’ and gap that is caused for our senior 
broadcasters and the NEMBC continues to advocate and 
support our established communities, especially as many 
are the founders of this great enterprise. 
We will continue to take the lead and lobby government 
for continued and improved funding to specifically target 
our ethnic community broadcasters. I have had a number 
of visits to Parliament House and will continue to provide a 
national voice for our sector through the NEMBC. 
I have pondered on a number of occasions and asked myself 
the question, would our founding members be proud of 
what they started all those years ago, and would they like 
what they see today? To this question I can definitely say YES.

Nick Dmyterko 
NEMBC President 

(L–R) Russell Anderson, CEO NEMBC, 
Nick Dmyterko, President in Parliament 
House ACT

Presidents Pen 
Nick Dmyterko 
Привіт
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Many factors appear to have contributed to the 
unexpected victory of the Coalition in the May 18 
election. Two factors were predictable and had a 
devastating impact on the ALP vote where they 
were activated – ethno-religious prejudices around 
sexuality and gay culture, and fears about perceived 
threats to economic stability in some ethnic 
communities.

This “ethnic” vote in the big cities stopped the ALP in its 
tracks in many Coalition electorates that were expected 
to swing to it, while pushing others firmly into government 
heartland.

What is an ethnic vote?
An “ethnic vote” exists not just where there are large 
numbers of people from particular cultural backgrounds, 
but where their ethnicity and cultural mores (and, where 
relevant, religious beliefs) shape and finally determine their 
views and therefore votes on particular issues in an election.
The conditions for such a situation can vary, though social 
media now play key roles. However, the “ethnics” have to 
be citizens, so simple birth country data can be misleading. 
For an example of how this is changing the landscape, 
in the period 2011 to 2016 Victoria had an increase in 
citizenship among Indian-born (70%), China-born (27%), 
Philippines-born (31%) and Iraq-born (35%) residents, while 
traditional groups accelerated their demise (Greeks -10%, 
Italians -12%).
Ethnic groups are not just people born outside Australia, 
but also their descendants. In 2016, 509,000 Australian 
residents were Chinese-born (including from the Chinese 
diaspora), while 705,000 claimed Chinese ancestry – about 
200,000 were born in Australia. In the two years after the 
2016 Census, the India-born population rose 30%.
The safe-schools/same-sex-marriage problem became a 
major issue in 2016 for Chinese (often not of any faith), 
Muslim, Pasifika Pentacostalists and Eastern rite Christians, 
among other faith communities.
These issues generated a nexus that shepherded Malcolm 
Turnbull into a tight election win in 2016. Chisholm in 
Victoria (new Liberal MHR Gladys Liu masterminded the 
process there), Banks, Barton and Reid in Sydney were 
lined up as likely Labor wins. All except Barton went to the 
Coalition.
In 2019, these were “must wins” for Labor; the three from 
2016 stayed with the Coalition, though this time going 
directly to the Liberals rather than through a religious proxy 
such as the Christian Democratic Party. In other very safe 
ALP seats the incumbents’ vote dropped significantly.

Campaign of whispering hit home
Across Western Sydney, seats with significant Chinese, 
South Asian, Pasifika, Middle Eastern and Southeast Asian 
populations heeded the whisperings about supposed Labor 
death taxes, or the supposedly likely Labor-induced collapse 
of the property market, while remembering how their 
Labor representatives had abandoned them in 2017 over 
gay marriage.
This last issue was intensified by the Israel Folau 
conflict with the Australian Rugby Union over anti-gay/
religious freedom posts. Inter-ethnic tensions were 
also triggered – propaganda about a threat of rapidly 
increasing elderly Muslim parents swamping hospitals and 
services in the west if the ALP won were aimed at the 
supposed antipathies of Chinese- and Filipino-born voters 
towards Muslims and Arabs. 
However, the “Bowen thesis”, that the ALP has lost faith 
communities, does not hold up. Bowen’s major problem in 
his McMahon seat was a huge vote for One Nation and the 
UAP (12% first preferences altogether), with the Christian 
Democratic Party halving its vote from 2016.
Rather, the Labor offer to faith and ethnic communities 
(especially Muslims, Eastern rite Christians, Indians and 
Chinese) for expanded parental reunion opportunities may 
in fact have backfired along that Muslim/non-Muslim fault 
line, scaring both non-Muslim ethnic and non-ethnic voters 
towards the ultra-right.

Banks – Morrison’s miracle machine  
at work
Banks provides the most interesting case, with local 
member and Immigration Minister David Coleman’s close 
work with Chinese communities paying off for him. In 2013, 
Coleman won the seat from the ALP. In 2016, his first-
preference vote declined from 47% to 44% as the Christian 
parties benefited from the social media campaign on 
same-sex issues (8.1%); he then picked up their preferences 
almost totally. In 2019, the Christian party vote declined and 
it went straight to Coleman, along with a chunk of the ALP 
vote, giving him a first-preference vote of 51% and another 
5% on 2PP.
Our detailed analysis of Banks tracks Chinese and other 
voters through key booths in the electorate. In Banks, over 
30,000 residents identify as having Chinese ancestry, similar 
to the adjacent Barton. In Barton, the ALP improved its 
vote (on the base of very much higher numbers of South 
Asian and Muslim residents). In Banks, the Liberal vote 
improved significantly, similar to the switch in Western 
Sydney seats against Labor.
The suburbs where more than a quarter of residents claim 
Chinese ancestry are: Hurstville (49.4%), Allawah (29.5%), 
Narwee (29.2%), South Hurstville (27.2%), Riverwood 
(27.2%) and Beverly Hills (26.5%).

Was there an ‘ethnic vote’ in the 2019 
election and did it make a difference?

https://theconversation.com/foreign-born-voters-and-their-families-helped-elect-turnbull-in-2016-can-they-save-scomo-116588
https://theconversation.com/how-social-conservatism-among-ethnic-communities-drove-a-strong-no-vote-in-western-sydney-87509
https://theconversation.com/how-social-conservatism-among-ethnic-communities-drove-a-strong-no-vote-in-western-sydney-87509
https://www.multicultural.vic.gov.au/images/2016_Census/CommunityProfiles2016/India-Community-Profile-2016-Census.pdf
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3412.0Main%20Features32017-18?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3412.0&issue=2017-18&num=&view=
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3412.0Main%20Features32017-18?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3412.0&issue=2017-18&num=&view=
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3412.0Media%20Release12017-18?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3412.0&issue=2017-18&num=&view=
https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/3412.0Media%20Release12017-18?opendocument&tabname=Summary&prodno=3412.0&issue=2017-18&num=&view=
https://theconversation.com/whats-the-ethnic-vote-going-to-do-in-australias-top-ten-ethnic-marginal-seats-61202
https://theconversation.com/whats-the-ethnic-vote-going-to-do-in-australias-top-ten-ethnic-marginal-seats-61202
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/newscentre/news_centre/story_archive/2017/the_voice_of_god-_conference_examines_rise_of_pentecostalism_in_australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Rite
https://theconversation.com/how-social-conservatism-among-ethnic-communities-drove-a-strong-no-vote-in-western-sydney-87509
https://theconversation.com/how-social-conservatism-among-ethnic-communities-drove-a-strong-no-vote-in-western-sydney-87509
https://www.2gb.com/100000-potential-new-migrants-under-labors-parent-visa-plan/
https://insidestory.org.au/how-migrants-parents-became-an-election-issue/
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6161268/labor-urged-to-include-people-of-faith/?cs=14231
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/labor-gives-migrant-parents-cheaper-visas
https://www.aec.gov.au/profiles/nsw/banks.htm
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Residents of these suburbs tend to be more highly 
educated than in Banks overall. For example, 35% of 
Hurstville residents have a university degree, compared 
with 26% for Banks. However, their median household 
incomes are lower – for example, $1,382 per week for 
Hurstville compared to $1,598 for Banks. They are more 
likely to report having no religion – 43% for Hurstville, 
compared to 24% for Banks overall.
In Hurstville, three out of four polling booths recorded a 
majority vote for the Liberals for the first time. The Liberal 
Party had invested heavily in Hurstville, recruiting small 
armies of Chinese-speaking workers to greet voters at 
polling booths. Meanwhile, votes for Christian minor parties 
(Family First was the main vector in 2016, not running in 
2019), fell by as much as 8% between 2016 and 2019. This 
was a bigger fall than in Banks overall.
In addition to Hurstville, the booths with the largest swing 
to the Liberals in 2019 were in Riverwood (two booths 
recorded a swing of more than 11%). Like Hurstville, 
median incomes in Riverwood are below average 
compared to the electorate as a whole.
In contrast, comparatively higher-income areas in this 
group, such as Allawah, Beverly Hills and South Hurstville, 
recorded much smaller swings towards the Liberals. One 
booth in Beverly Hills even had a swing away from the 
Liberal Party.
Across all of the 12 polling places in the Chinese-heavy 
suburbs listed above, average first preference votes were:
• Liberal 45.7% (up 7% since 2016)
• ALP 41.1% (down 4%)

• Greens 5.8% (down 0.4%)
• Christian minor parties 3.3% (down 4.7%).
These swings were largely in line with Banks overall, though 
there was a slightly greater swing away from the ALP (by 
0.4%) and slightly smaller swing away from the Christian 
minor parties (by 0.6%).
Compared to Banks overall, Chinese-heavy booths in 
2019 were 5% less likely to give their first preference to 
the Liberals, and 5% more likely to vote ALP, though this 
time the quantum support for Labor dropped significantly. 
This pattern has remained consistent across the last three 
federal elections.
In 2019, though, in the suburbs with substantial portions of 
Chinese-background voters, comparatively lower-income 
areas recorded the biggest swings to the Liberals, with the 
size of the swing declining as incomes rise.
Chinese-Australian voters are therefore largely in sync with 
patterns that have been observed nationally this election. 
This suggests that where there are many issues with salience 
for ethnic groups, the outcomes for specific groups will look 
like the overall situation; where there are specific issues, for 
instance those of particular concern to South Asian and 
Muslim communities, then the “ethnic vote” will become 
apparent.

The Conversation

theconversation.com/was-there-an-ethnic-vote-in-the-
2019-election-and-did-it-make-a-difference-117911?

Emeritus Professor Andrew Jakubowicz

http://theconversation.com/was-there-an-ethnic-vote-in-the-2019-election-and-did-it-make-a-differenc
http://theconversation.com/was-there-an-ethnic-vote-in-the-2019-election-and-did-it-make-a-differenc
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The NEMBC provides opportunities for our ethnic 
broadcaster to attend events, forums and become 
involved in a growing number of projects. However 
the main reason why we exist is to be a national voice 
for culturally and linguistically diverse community 
broadcasters and to advocate nationally and lobby for 
more funding. The NEMBC has been effective over 
the years and the government provides an ongoing 
$4 million each year especially for ethnic community 
broadcasting. That funding needs to grow due to the 
constant demand to support our established and aging 
communities, new technologies, growth in language 
programs and a changing migration demographic. 

(L–R) The NEMBC Lobby team: Lieta Sauiluma-Duggan 1CMS, 
Juan Paolo Legaspi and joining the group Songfa Liu 1CMS

The NEMBC has been extremely active in advocating for 
ethnic community broadcasting and made a pre-budget 
submission for the 2019-20 Federal Budget and was visible 
during the recent Federal Election. 
The NEMBC asked all parties for an investment in 
supporting ethnic and multicultural community broadcasting. 
We produced a number of tools and ideas to assist the 
engagement of our members in the election. Producing 
an info-graphic, a one-pager about our campaign and a 
detailed Election Commitment Ask and other information 
was available on our website. A pro forma letter was 
provided and information about how to create balance 
and invite and interview politicians on your program. We 
provided a list of candidates from across the country so 
each station could focus on their own electorate. 
In brief the NEMBC is asking all parties for a commitment 
to: 
• Development, Content and Production: Maintenance 

and development of language means that program 
content is the backbone of local community produced 
ethnic broadcasting. Ethnic programs produce higher 
levels of spoken word content and have more volunteers 
working in production. 

• Targeted Support for Refugee and New and Emerging 
Communities.

• Training and Skills Development for Ethnic and 
Multicultural Broadcasters

The NEMBC will continue to be the voice to represent 
ethnic community broadcasters to our federal government. 
We hope in the coming year that there will be additional 
funding especially targeted to ethnic community 
broadcasters considering that we serve the needs of 
hundreds of thousands of Australians of all ages in urban 
and regional areas across Australia, and are:
• highly cost-effective by harnessing the skills, expertise and 

time of more than 4,000 volunteers from
• 125 distinct cultural groups who,
• create 2,070 hours of content every week in over 

110 languages.
• broadcast via almost 100 radio stations.
• with a volunteer contribution of 61 million.

Russell Anderson 
Executive Officer, NEMBC

Listeners

Ethnic Community Radio Stations Australia wide

Languages

Volunteers

Ethnic Community Broadcasting is a key pillar 
of media in Australia and unique in the world.

Cultural groups                                

Languages broadcast

Economic value of volunteer effort

Overall Australians 
listen to community 

broadcasts every 
week

Australians listen to 
ethnic community 
radio every week

Australian Ethnic 
Community Broadcasting

Rich local content and talk based information.Australian population born overseas or 
have a parent born overseas. 
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listen for local 
information & 

news

NEMBC Advocating for Ethnic Community 
Broadcasters and Stations

https://www.nembc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/NEMBC-infographic-FINAL-FINAL.pdf
https://www.nembc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/NEMBC-Seeks-Election-Commitment-23-April-2019.pdf
https://www.nembc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/NEMBC-Election-Committments.pdf
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In the lead up to the 2019 federal election, the 
Harmony Alliance called on all women from migrant 
and refugee backgrounds to use the power of our 
votes through a new initiative called Harmony Votes: 
Active & Equal

Voting in elections is an opportunity for women from 
migrant and refugee backgrounds to have a say about 
who makes decisions on our behalf. Harmony Votes calls 
on women from migrant and refugee backgrounds to 
exercise active citizenship. Active citizenship means being 
involved in making society a better place – paying attention 
to issues that affect us, our families and our communities, 
and working for change. 
There were 5 key pillars to this initiative – all centred 
around boosting the information available to women from 
migrant and refugee backgrounds, so we can do our own 
research and make an informed choice about how to use 
our votes this election. 
Election Website: A resource for women from migrant and 
refugee backgrounds, including: 
• An outline of the value of your vote.
• How to vote check-list (enrolling, voting – where, when, 

how to fill out ballot papers)
• An outline of where the major parties stand on issues 

that matter to migrant and refugee women, and how to 
research what candidates are standing for. 

Community Service Announcements: Announcements in 
partnership with NEMBC, in different languages on radio 
encouraging migrant and refugee women to harness the 
power of their vote.
Workshops: Harmony Alliance members hosted workshops 
in each capital city supporting women from migrant and 
refugee backgrounds to understand enrolling and voting, 
and how to research candidates. 

Pamphlets: Harmony Alliance produced materials explaining 
how to enrol and how to vote, and a two page ‘how to 
fill out ballot papers’ in 10 languages, which women from 
migrant and refugee backgrounds could take with them to 
polling stations. 
Social Media: During the election Harmony Alliance 
published short videos on Facebook of our members and 
stakeholders outlining what issue(s) they would be voting 
on this election, and of politicians encouraging women from 
migrant and refugee backgrounds to vote 
The CSA’s were: 
This federal election, let’s think about what’s important to us, 
our families, and our communities when deciding how to vote. 
Are you enrolled? 
Do you know how to vote? 
Do you know that your vote can change this country? 
Visit harmonyvotes.org.au to find out more about why your 
vote is important and how to make it count. 
Authorised by the Harmony Alliance: Migrant and 
Refugee Women for Change and the National Ethnic and 
Multicultural Broadcasters’ Council

Iona Roy 
Manager, Secretariat 

Harmony Alliance  
harmonyvotes.org.au

The May 2019 launch of Harmony Votes in Melbourne

Harmony vote: Active & equal

http://www.harmonyvotes.org.au/
https://harmonyvotes.org.au/
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Defamation is a tort rather than a crime, meaning it is a civil offence and 
not a criminal offence. In Western Australia defamation is covered by 
the Defamation Act 2005 and there is similar legislation in each state of 
Australia. If your reputation has been damaged by statements or images 
that another person has made public, you may be able to sue them for 
defamation.

What do you have to 
prove?
The words or images are defamatory

Defamatory statements are any false 
words or images that, when given 
their ordinary everyday meaning, can 
be hurtful to a person’s reputation. 
You do not have to prove that you 
have suffered actual harm as a result 
of the publication, the simple fact that 
the material was published is enough.
The defamatory material identifies you

The material needs to identify you for 
it to be defamatory. It does not need 
to explicitly say your name; if it is clear 
you are the subject of the words or 
images, you can claim to have been 
defamed.
The material has been published

The material needs to have been 
published for it to be defamatory. So 
long as a third party (anyone who is 
not you or the person that created 
the material) has seen the words or 
image, it can be defamation.

Defences
Truth

It is a defence to defamation to prove 
that the material and the imputations 
derived from the material are true. It 
is important to note that it is not up 
to the plaintiff to prove the statement 
is false, the defendant must prove the 
statement is true.
Absolute privilege

This means that in Parliament, 
anything can be said without it being 
defamation.
Fair comment

If you make a statement that is clearly 
your opinion rather than fact, it has 

some public interest and is based on 
true facts, you cannot be successfully 
sued for defamation.
Some other defences include qualified 
privilege, innocent dissemination, 
triviality, apology and consent. 

Digital defamation
Between 2013 and 2017, there were 
609 defamation cases Australia-
wide. In 2013, 17% of those related 
to digital defamation, compared to 
53% being digital defamation in 2017. 
These statistics indicate that digital 
defamation is increasingly becoming 
an issue, which can probably be 
attributed to a growth in social media 
use. Between 2013 and 2017, 16 
defamation cases involved Facebook 
posts, 20 involved emails, four 
involved tweets and two involved 
texts. 

Table Below: Overall numbers of 
defamation cases and decisions, 
2013–2017

Year
Number of 

cases
Number of 
decisions

2013 28 113
2014 40 120
2015 47 132
2016 44 143
2017 30 101
Total 189 609

It is important to remember that 
anything you post on social media 
can be defamation if it satisfies 
the elements described above 
(defamatory, identification, publication). 
Keeping in mind that ‘publication’ 
means that only one other person 
needs to have seen the information, 
even an email or text message can 
constitute defamation. 

Case example: Rebel 
Wilson
In 2017 Rebel Wilson took Bauer 
Media to Court over a series of 
defamatory statements that suggested 
she was a “serial liar who faked her 
way into Hollywood”. She ended up 
winning the trial and was awarded the 
largest payout Australia has ever seen 
for defamation – $4.5 million dollars. 
On appeal, this amount was later 
reduced (dramatically) to $600,000. 
During the trial, Judge Dixon said “in 
determining the damage done to a 
plaintiff ’s reputation, the court should 
also take into account the ‘grapevine’ 
effect arising from the publication of 
the defamatory material”.

About the author
This article has been 
authored 
by Steven Brown 
who is a Perth 
lawyer and director 
at Lynn & Brown 
Lawyers. Steven is a 

Perth lawyer and director, and has 
over 20 years’ experience in legal 
practice and practices in commercial 
law, dispute resolution and estate 
planning.

Table Below: Cases 2013–2017 by 
jurisdiction

Jurisdic-
tion

Number of 
defamation 

cases 
2013–2017

Average 
cases  

per year 
2013–2017

NSW 95 19
Vic 21 4.2
Qld 21 4.2
WA 17 3.4
SA 19 3.8
Tas 0 0
ACT 13 2.6
NT 1 0.2
Federal 
Court of 
Australia

2 0.4

Defamation in the digital age
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As of June 2018, almost eight out of every ten people 
use social media, with almost six out of ten checking 
their social media accounts daily. On top of that, over 
a third of people check social media more than five 
times every day. Considering social media has become 
such a huge part of everyday life for most people, it is 
important to consider some legal implications of the 
platforms. 

Copyright
The Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), defines ‘copyright’ as the 
exclusive right of an owner of a piece of work to reproduce, 
publish or adapt their work. It also includes the owner’s 
exclusive right to perform the work in public or enter into a 
commercial arrangement in relation to the piece of work. 
Materials that can be protected by copyright include, but 
are not limited to: 
• music
• song lyrics 
• photos
• novels

• drawings 
• paintings
• movies
• radio shows 

• podcasts and 
• TV shows. 

Breach of copyright
The penalty for breaching copyright is $60,000 or up to five 
years imprisonment. 
A breach of copyright can occur if an unauthorised person 
does any of the acts that form part of the definition of 
copyright described above. This means that if a person who 
is not the owner reproduces, publishes, adapts or performs 
a piece of work, they are likely to have breached copyright 
laws. This also applies if a non-owner authorises any of 
these acts. 

Defences to copyright
The Copyright Act lists a few instances whereby an act will 
not constitute a breach of copyright. Some defences 
include: 
• Fair dealing for the 

purpose of:
• research or study
• criticism or review
• parody or satire
• reporting news;

• Short paraphrase; 
• Permission; and
• Express licences.

Copyright and social media
Materials that are posted on online platforms such as social 
media are very vulnerable to copyright breaches. Every 
country has different laws regarding copyright, but as online 
content can be viewed globally, it can be difficult to regulate 
infringements. 
Social media sites have their own policies regarding 
copyright. It is important that social media users familiarise 
themselves with the terms and conditions of the platforms 
they use before posting any content. 
Facebook’s policy is as follows: 

“[F]or content that is covered by intellectual property 
rights … you specifically give us…non-exclusive, 
transferrable sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license 
to use any IP content that you post.” 
This policy means that Facebook has access to material that 
its users post. This includes links, photos, videos and music. 

Copyright of songs
In regard to songs, there are two types of copyright; the 
musical composition itself (including lyrics and musical 
notation) and the recording of the song. This means that if 
someone covers a song, they need to pay royalties to the 
songwriter as well as the producer. 
Whilst a radio station may have a license to play a song 
on the radio, that license may not apply to the radio 
programme being able to podcast or broadcast through a 
social media channel.

Steven Brown  
Director  

Lynn & Brown Lawyers

Copyright and social media



The internet is an essential part of your 

child’s world – for education, socialising 

and entertainment.

As parents and carers, you can help 

your children explore their digital world 

and educate them about how to avoid 

harmful experiences online and deal with 

them if they arise. 

Talk to your children early, and often, about what 

they are doing online. For tips and advice about 

how to help your children to stay safe online, go to 

the eSafety website at esafety.gov.au/parents 

Cyberbullying
Online bullying can take many forms such as 

sending insulting messages, hurtful images or 

videos, nasty gossip, or excluding or humiliating 

others online. Your child may be worried that if they 

talk to you, the bullying will get worse, or that you 

might remove their access to the internet or their 

mobile phone.

Some signs that might indicate that your child is 

being bullied include:

● becoming upset after using the internet or their   

 mobile phone, or becoming secretive about their  

 online activities and mobile phone use

● becoming withdrawn, anxious or angry,   

 appearing to be lonely or distressed

● wanting to avoid school or a decline in their   

 schoolwork

To find out more about how to talk to your children 

about respectful online behaviour from an early 

age, and make sure they know they can come 

to you about any concerns, go to the eSafety 

website at esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/

cyberbullying

Unwanted contact
Do you know who your child is talking to online? We 

all want to protect our young people from contact 

with strangers, especially anyone who could harm 

your child.

Keep up to date with the sites and apps your child is 

using and encourage them to talk to you if someone 

online is asking them to do something that doesn’t 

feel right. Help your child to be alert to the signs of 

unusual online contact, such as being asked:

● a lot of questions about personal information   

 soon after first contact

● for favours, with reward of gifts and promises in   

 return

● to make contact in other ways, such as online   

 chat and texting

● who shares their computer and what room it is in

● for intimate information

● to keep their relationship secret

● to meet them in person

To find out how to block unwanted contact and 

for a more comprehensive guide to managing 

unwanted contact go to the eSafety website at 

esafety.gov.au/parents/big-issues/unwanted-

contact

eSafety.gov.au

Online Safety for Parents and Carers
English
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Online Safety for Parents and Carers
English

Help your child 
stay safe online. 

Start the Chat.  

Go to eSafety.gov.au/languages 
for more information. 

eSafety.gov.au

Sexting and sending nudes
It is important to talk to your children as they get 

older about the possible consequences of sending 

or sharing intimate or explicit photos or videos, also 

known as Nudes or Noods.

While sexting may not be as common as you and your 

children think, it is important to be aware of the risks 

of sharing intimate images. Even with trusted friends, 

things may go wrong.

Unwanted sharing of very personal images may 

result in humiliation, bullying and damage to a young 

person’s reputation. Once an image is shared, the child 

loses control of the image, and it may be published 

anywhere on the internet.

NOTE: Creating or sharing sexualised images of 

children and young people under the age of 18 years 

is illegal and may result in criminal charges and 

penalties.

To learn more about how to talk to your child about 

sexting and sending nudes, and for tips on what to do 

if your child has sent or received a nude image, go to 

the eSafety website at esafety.gov.au/parents/big-

issues/sending-nudes-sexting 

Tools, tips and advice
You can play an important role in helping your 

child stay safe online. Being open, engaged and 

supportive is important in helping them develop good 

online habits and digital intelligence.

Get to know the digital devices your child is using, 

and together, agree the rules for online access. These 

rules can be reviewed as the child grows.

Most of all, keep the channels of communication 

open, listen to them and don’t judge. 
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A new campaign has been launched to help parents, 
carers and teachers start the chat about online safety. 

Research shows that more Aussie kids than ever are 
having negative online experiences, including cyberbullying, 
unwanted contact from strangers and social exclusion. 
The national campaign aims to arm parents, carers and 
teachers with the right resources to help keep children and 
young people safe online.

“Our research shows 81 per cent of parents have given their 
pre-schoolers access to an internet-connected device, so 
open and honest conversations about safe online behaviour 
need to be starting in the home earlier than most people 
think,” says eSafety Commissioner, Julie Inman Grant. 

“With technology changing so fast, it is vital parents, 
teachers and all those who care for children are equipped 
with up-to-date, accurate and easy-to-follow information. 
This way we can all play a role in ensuring kids have safe, 
positive experiences online,” says Inman Grant. 
Through the range of resources available on eSafety’s 
website, parents, carers and teachers can find information 
about the personal, emotional and – in some cases – legal 
consequences of online behaviours. 

“Today, on the National Day of Action Against Bullying and 
Violence, one of the best ways we can take action is to start 
the conversation with our kids,” says Inman Grant.

More than 2.4 million students from over 5700 schools 
across Australia are saying ‘Bullying. No Way’ as part of the 
National Day of Action against Bullying and Violence. 
The ninth annual National Day of Action encourages 
students, teachers and parents to take a stand against 
bullying and violence in our schools.

“Online bullying can take many forms including name calling, 
unwanted messages, as well as threats and content posted 
without consent – and today we are sending a strong 
message that it’s never ok,” says Inman Grant. 
eSafety is hosting free virtual classrooms for schools around 
the country to help empower students and teachers 
through practical strategies to prevent, manage and report 
bullying online. 
More than 320,000 students have participated in these 
classrooms since 2015. 

Parents, carers, teachers and others can find more 
information at esafety.gov.au.
For more information or to arrange an interview, 
please contact: Paula Masselos 02 8090 7737 and 
0419 292 207 or paula@embracesociety.com.au

Available in 13 languages and South Asian and Pacific Islander 
communities
The NEMBC has partnered with the Online 
Safety Campaign to assist our members and radio 
audiences safeguard children online. There are 
short podcasts in 13 different languages available for 
radio programs to download to help communities 
understand important issues around safety on the 
internet.  These podcasts are free and there are 
media releases available to introduce the podcasts. 
There are a series of three 2 Minute podcasts on 
different issues to help parents and children make 
sure they are not bullied or disadvantaged online.  

If you are interested in listening or downloading and 
playing these on your radio program go to the NEMBC 
website. If you need more information please ring our 
Executive Officer, Russell Anderson. 
The campaign will be targeting 13 languages along with 
culturally appropriate English for South Asian, Pacific 
Islander and Filipino communities. 
The purpose of this project is to raise awareness and 
understanding of online safety; where to access more 
information, educational tools and resources; as well as 
reporting mechanisms and support services available to 
victims. 

These professionally made podcasts are plays on real life 
conversations in the following languages:

• Arabic
• Cantonese 

(Chinese 
Traditional)

• Dari 
• Dinka 
• Filipino 

(English)*

• Hazaraghi
• Khmer
• Korean
• Mandarin 

(Chinese 
Simplified)

• Pacific Islands 
(English)*

• Persian
• Somali
• South Asian 

(English)* 
• Thai
• Turkish
• Vietnamese

*Languages covered in culturally appropriate English 
communications:

• South Asian – Punjabi, Hindi, Tamil, Bengali, Gujarati, 
Sinhalese, Urdu

• Pacific Islands – Samoan, Tongan, Fijian

• Philippines – Tagalog, Filipino

New online safety campaign  
to help start the chat

http://www.esafety.gov.au/
https://esafety.gov.au/education-resources/outreach/virtual-classrooms
http://www.esafety.gov.au/
mailto:paula@embracesociety.com.au
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What started as a simple Australian Football League 
(AFL) pilot radio podcast two and a half years ago has 
become a far reaching and popular broadcast/telecast 
production powered by the NEMBC’s MEDIA arm. 

The AFL and A-League radio podcasts / TV productions, 
AFL newscasts and diversity live match calls are the 
NEMBC’s current media projects assisted financially by the 
AFL and the Community Broadcasting Foundation (CBF). 
The NEMBC’s development of stakeholder partnerships 
such as the AFL and CBF, are not only providing support, 
but have also assisted in increasing the NEMBC’s member 
engagement with positive outcomes, especially in training 
presenters for a professional future and in gaining broader 
community awareness. Public relations success (Radio 
National ABC interview on Multicultural AFL Footy live 
radio calls and by radio 3AW) and subsequent interest 
from the international (Mexico, South America and Spain), 
general and Ethnic communities in the NEMBC and the 
NEMBC MEDIA brand, has also realised an incremental 
impact on NEMBC earnings through sponsorship. 
This year, through increased funding from the Australian 
Football League (AFL) and the Community Broadcasting 
Foundation (CBF) we have continued to offer weekly AFL 
news and reviews in 7 different languages for the entire 
AFL season. The programs are broadcast across 20 radio 
stations and offered as a podcast to all 70 radio stations 
playing ethinic programs.  The podcast is also distributed via 
the CBAA’s national CRN satellite service. 
In addition there are live radio match calls broadcast from 
the MCG and Marvel Stadium in Arabic, Dinka (Sudanese), 
Greek, Hindi, Italian, Mandarin and Spanish languages. 
This year the NEMBC/C31 Multicultural AFL Footy TV 
Panel Show is produced for the full season and is broadcast 
on Community TV C31 (DVB 350) Melbourne and 
Geelong, C44 South Australia and on Aurora TV -Foxtel is 
also attracting a large national audience and not just from 
our sector. The programs are created as vidcasts and are 
available on websites, YouTube and via social media. 

A-League
The NEMBC has taken the initiative in enhancing our 
partnership opportunity with C31 to pilot a 10 episode 
series for radio, TV and digital media, based on the 
Australian National Football (Soccer) competition, “All 
About A-League” with resounding success. This project, 
which has just concluded its 10 week broadcast and 
vidcasts, may continue next season subject to funding and 
sponsorship support. 

Future sport options
The NEMBC is exploring further sport options with 
Football Federation Australia (FFA), the National Rugby 
League (NRL) and the International Cricket Council (ICC). 
Soon, we may also partner the International Cricket Council 
and Cricket Australia in promoting International Cricket 
radio broadcasts and engaging the NEMBC’s national 
Hindi, Punjabi, Sri Lankan, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Nepalese 
and other Communities through live match diversity 
language broadcast calls and podcasts for the forthcoming 
International Men’s and Women’s T20, 2020 World Cup 
tournament. 
While we are speaking to a number of future sponsors for 
next year, NEMBC MEDIA is in the process of developing a 
pilot Multicultural Arts radio podcast/TV program for 2020 
(with production assistance from C31) and the concept 
development of a live concert and radio/TV broadcast of 
an NEMBC National Australian Multicultural Song Festival 
in 2022. 
Organisations and private entities are presently seeking the 
NEMBC out to develop promotion programs throughout 
the Ethnic demographic. Our reputation as the Multicultural 
Media organisation to deliver results on a national 
platform and across all media is acknowledged by the 
broader community. We are quickly becoming the “go to” 
organisation for diversity language broadcasting! 
The NEMBC, similar to last year, will conduct a three 
day broadcast training schedule to include live radio 
/ TV presentation from professional mainstream sports 
broadcast media personnel and producers. This year’s 
intake will have all our live call presenters involved in a 
refresher course inclusive of new interstate recruits and 
local young broadcasters. 
Our enhanced Sports/ Arts /Entertainment umbrella 
identity NEMBC MEDIA, is a short name for a large 
concept focusing on the NEMBC’s creative Multicultural 
community radio and TV productions and our original logo 
enhanced with the high profile “MEDIA” slogan, makes 
the NEMBC instantly recognisable and easier to recall by 
potential sponsors and clients. 

If you wish to be part of this dynamic sports and arts 
movement, or would like to download the weekly 
sports programs for free and develop corporate 
partnerships along the way, please call (03) 9486 9549 
or email: operations@nembc.org.au

 

Fiv Antoniou 
Operations Officer  NEMBC

mailto:operations@nembc.org.au
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The story of First Nations Media Australia is both 
short and long. The short version is this; at the 
invitation of the Federal Government we transitioned 
from being the Remote Indigenous Communications 
Association (IRCA) in 2016 to act as the national peak 
body for First Nations media organisations in remote, 
rural and urban locations. In 2018 our members 
picked a new organisation name, First Nations Media 
Australia at our national gathering, CONVERGE 
Brisbane. We re-branded in August 2018 and First 
Nations Media Australia was born.

However, the origin of our story goes way back, aligning 
with the development of the First Nations media sector 
over the past 40-or-so years. We did not simply appear as 
First Nations Media Australia. Our sector has gone through 
a number of lengthy processes and changes to emerge with 
this national body that serves the interests of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander media now. 
The first radio programs produced by Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander broadcasters went to air on Radio 
Adelaide and 4K1G FM in Townsville in 1972. Meanwhile, 
broadcasters in the central desert were laying the 
foundations for the Central Australian Aboriginal Media 
Association (CAAMA) which became the first Aboriginal 
owned and controlled radio station in 1980. Video 
production soon followed in 1983 with the Ernabella Video 
Project in the APY Lands and television production in 
Yuendumu, Northern Territory. These early broadcasters 
pioneered the establishment of the First Nations media 
sector as we know it today. A thriving industry of sovereign 
voices, sharing knowledge, entertaining and connecting 
with stories and information told from a First Nations 
perspective in language relevant to their community with 
cultural nuance understood. 
As the First Nations media sector emerged, broadcasters 
quickly realised a national body was required to represent 
their collective interests. The National Aboriginal 
and Islander Broadcasting Association (NAIBA) was 
established in 1982. Although it wound up in 1985, 
NAIBA was the forerunner to the National Indigenous 
Media Association (NIMAA) which later became the 

Australian Indigenous Communications Association (AICA) 
in 2003. Meanwhile, IRCA was established in 2001 to 
help address the challenges and interests specific to 
broadcasting in Australia’s most remote communities, as 
distinct from a national focus. In this role, IRCA’s activities 
included advocating for access to telecommunications in 
remote areas, supporting skills development for remote 
broadcasters and building capacity for broadcasting remote 
content across 8 Remote Indigenous Media Organisations 
(RIMO’s). This year we will celebrate the 20th Remote 
Indigenous Media Festival, bringing together broadcasters 
from the desert to the sea on Thursday Island for a week of 
knowledge sharing, skills workshops, forum discussions and 
recognising achievement through the Remote Indigenous 
Media Awards. 
While IRCA has now transitioned to be the national peak 
body for First Nations media, remote communication 
remains a focus of our activities along with meeting the 
needs of broadcasters in cities and regional towns. Our 
members include First Nations media organisations, 
individual broadcasters, freelance producers and journalists, 
non-Indigenous friends, film-makers and stakeholders. 
Our organisational structure welcomes all members, 
however voting at our AGM is limited to First Nations 
representatives of our organisations. Our industry 
development and advocacy activities focus on maintaining 
culture through content broadcast in Arrente, Warlpiri, 
Bardi, Yolngu, Nyamal, Pitjantjatjara and English (just to 
name a few of the 20 First Nations languages currently 
heard on air each week). Some of our member stations 
have welcomed broadcasters new to Australia to present 
programs in languages from overseas and we regularly 
feature First Nations people from around the world to 
share their stories. 
Our sector now comprises of forty First Nations community 
owned and managed not-for-profit media organisations 
reaching almost 50 per cent of the First Nations population 
nationally each week through radio services in 230 regions. 
Those services reach approximately 320,000 people 
through terrestrial broadcast, complemented by a National 
Indigenous Radio Service providing news and current affairs 

Delegates at CONVERGE Sydney, November 2018

An introduction to first  
nations media Australia
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services, a regional satellite TV service reaching 240,000 
remote households (ICTV), a free to air national TV 
service (NITV) via SBS, a nationally distributed newspaper 
(Koori Mail) and a dedicated online platform showcasing 
aggregated content complimented by an app, each of 
which streams 20 radio services (indigiTUBE). Our media 
sector strengthens culture and builds stronger communities 
through communication. Like the ethnic broadcasting sector, 
it connects with people, brings people together for events, 
increases a sense of belonging, provides a voice for the 
community, is culturally accessible and plays great music! 
Our media also shares positive stories about Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people, which is a source of pride 
for audiences and aims to balance some of the negative 
stereotypes portrayed in other media.
Although some of our broadcasters present programs on 
general-licensed community radio stations, we are a little 
different to the rest of the community broadcasting sector 
because we do not and cannot rely on volunteers alone. 
One of our objectives is to provide meaningful employment 
and address some of the economic disadvantages facing 
First Nations communities through providing training and 
experience to help build careers in media and also as 
pathways to other fields. Self-determination lies at the 

heart of the First Nations media sector. Our sector was 
established by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
who wanted their people to have a voice. This principle 
underlies the structure of First Nations Media Australia, 
which has a Board made-up entirely of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people. About 81 per cent of people 
employed within our sector are Indigenous Australians. 
Over more than 60,000 years, Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people operated under an evolving system 
of roughly 250 nations across Australia’s landmass which 
have been disrupted by colonisation in recent centuries. 
Australia’s First Nations remains the longest continuous 
culture in the world. First Nations Media Australia brings 
the rich diversity of our media sector together, physically at 
our CONVERGE conference events, in celebration through 
the First Nations Media Awards and online through the 
indigiTUBE platform. IndigiTUBE streams First Nations 
radio stations around the country and showcases a range 
of audio and video documentaries, music, news, animation, 
podcast and educational content. 

We invite you to take a look at some of the work our 
sector produces at www.indigitube.com.au

First Nations media delegates in Canberra, August 2018. L–R Karl Hampton, Daniel 
Featherstone, Kaava Watson, Dot West, Vince Coulthard, Claire Stuchbery, Jodie Bell & 
Jen Enosa.

Wayne Bynder (Wangki Radio) left with Jen 
Enosa (TSIMA/4MW) right

First Nations Media Australia Board 2017-18. L>R Victor Weetra, Nelson Conboy, Tanya 
Orman, Sylvia Tabua, Daisy O’Byrne (back), Dot West & Elizabeth Katakarinja (front).

NG Media live on air.

http://www.indigitube.com.au
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In a low/medium security correctional centre in South 
Australia, a young prisoner – portable voice recorder 
in hand – is searching for bi-&-multilingual speakers to 
translate a written statement: 

For information on how to make your stay easier at 
Mobilong, listen to Mob Radio!
I am at Mobilong Prison as part of a team from the 
University of South Australia, commissioned to work with 
prisoners to produce a series of audio features aimed at 
new arrivals, and explore the potential of radio to support 
the wellbeing of prisoners. We’d been working together for 
a couple of days when Steve (a pseudonym) suggested we 
tap into the multicultural make-up of the prison population. 

“There’s a lot of people here who don’t speak English as 
their first language,” he tells me. “It would be nice for them 
to hear a few welcoming words in their own.”
It does not take long before Steve returns with recordings 
in Greek, Swahili, Sudanese, and Albanian. I am surprised 
at the variety of languages gathered in such a small window 
of time – not to mention that Steve, as a radio journalist-in-
training, so easily obtained the audio. Before his sentence, 
Steve liked to travel and as a result, he says, tends to build 
a rapport with other prisoners from what he calls “more 
interesting backgrounds”. With more time, there would have 
been opportunity to also record introductions in Aboriginal 
languages and, as we are in South Australia, these would 
most likely have been Pitjantjatjara, Ngarrindjeri or Kuarna. 
The Mobilong Prison Radio Project and its successor, the 
Adelaide Women’s Prison Audio Induction Project (both 
funded by the Department for Correctional Services 
Community Fund Grant), are part of a wider informal 
network of prisoner radio projects and programs in 
Australia. A handful of community radio stations around 
the country have been broadcasting content by and for 
prisoner communities for almost as long as the sector 
has existed, but mostly working independent of one 
another. In response to this, in 2018, the Prisoner Radio 
Network (PRN) was launched as a non-profit incorporated 
organisation aimed at promoting, networking & sharing 
prison-related radio & audio production in Australia. The 
PRN was established by myself and my research partner, 
Dr Charlotte Bedford, a visiting scholar at the University of 
Adelaide.
Prisoner (or prison) radio is a growing genre worldwide, 
most recently highlighted by the award-winning, and 
incredibly popular podcast series, Ear Hustle, produced out 
of San Quentin State Prison in the United States. Meanwhile, 
in the United Kingdom, the Prison Radio Association has 
been successfully making prison radio for over ten years, 
and now operates National Prison Radio, self-described as 
the world’s first national 24 hour radio station produced 

1  prisonerradio.org/2019/03/10/prisoner-radio-in-australia

by and for prisoners. So for those of us with a passion for 
prisoner radio, it was quite the coup to have CEO of the 
UK Prison Radio Association, Phil Maguire, give the Keynote 
Address at the Community Broadcasting Association of 
Australia’s 2018 national conference. It was also the perfect 
opportunity for the fledgling Prisoner Radio Network to 
bring together a panel of community radio broadcasters 
who are working in prisons or with prisoner communities to 
demonstrate prisoner radio in an Australian context.
Australia has a strong history of community radio 
programming for prisoners through music requests and 
discussion shows. For the first time, this panel brought 
together programs making radio behind prison walls 
to discuss different models and experiences. As well as 
launching the Prisoner Radio Network, the panel featured 
Kutcha Edwards from 3CR’s Beyond the Bars program, 
which has been giving a voice to Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander prisoners across Victoria during NAIDOC 
week for 17 years; Brad Spring from WKRP, broadcasting 
out of the Western Kimberley Regional Prison in Western 
Australia in conjunction with local community radio station 
6DBY; and myself, speaking on behalf of Jailbreak at 2SER in 
Sydney which has been broadcasting with prisoners across 
New South Wales since 1996 and broadcasts nationally via 
the Community Radio Network, as well as Radio Seeds, a 
monthly show on WOW-FM in suburban Adelaide that 
regularly features voices from the Adelaide Women’s 
Prison. You can watch the whole panel presentation on the 
Prisoner Radio Network website1. 
Prisons are one of the most closed, silent institutions in the 
justice system, and public sentiment on law and order issues 
tends to develop out of media representations. At the same 
time, in the vast majority of cases, prisoners have only been 
temporarily removed from the rest of society. They have 
loved ones and lives that need to be returned to, once a 
jail sentence has been completed. The silence imposed 
upon prisons and prisoners exacerbates their segregation 
from the communities into which it is expected they should 
successfully reintegrate. From this panel it was evident that 
radio made by and for prisoners is improving access to 
information in prisons, maintaining family and community 

Prisoner radio and the need for diverse voices

https://prisonerradio.org/2019/03/10/prisoner-radio-in-australia/
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links vital for rehabilitation, engaging prisoners in education, 
and increasing the understanding of prisons within the 
wider community.
Prisoner radio comes in many different forms – in addition 
to the radio shows featured above there are request-based 
programs, activist shows and short-term projects that all 
chip away at mainstream discourses of criminal justice. And 
the overall response from the sector to both Phil Maguire’s 
keynote, and the Prisoner Radio Network panel, was 
overwhelmingly positive, which suggests this genre will 
continue to grow as new shows are developed and existing 
content is rebroadcast by other stations. The ethnic and 
multicultural broadcasting sector needs to be a part of 
these developments.
Prison radio producer Steve’s determination to include 
diverse voices in the Mobilong prison radio project 
highlights the culturally and linguistically diverse nature of 
prison populations in Australia. According to the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics’ 2018 Prisoners in Australia report2, of the 
total 42, 974 incarcerated people in Australia, overseas-
born persons account for 17 per cent; however this includes 
English speaking countries and, indeed, two of the most 
common countries of birth for overseas prisoners are New 
Zealand and the United Kingdom (5 per cent in total). Non-
English speaking countries with significant representation in 
the Australian prison system include Vietnam, Sudan, Hong 

2 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4517.0 – Prisoners in Austraila, 6 December 2018, at www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4517.0,  
accessed 30 January 2019.

3 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4517.0 – Prisoners in Austraila, NSW, 8 December 2016, at www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4517.0,  
accessed 30 January 2019.

4 “The Silenced Few: Non-English Speaking Women in Prison” by Debbie Kilroy www.isiswomen.org/index.php?option=com_
content&view=article&id=728&Itemid=346 

5 www.supremecourt.wa.gov.au/equaljustice

Kong, Malaysia and China, however, it is important to note 
the number of linguistically diverse people incarcerated in 
Australia is proportionally less than exists in the general 
population. For example, in New South Wales where 
3.1 per cent of the population are Chinese-born, the same 
only comprises 1.7 per cent of the NSW prison population 
(ABS 2016)3. 
Perhaps it is because of their proportionately low numbers 
that the needs of people from non-English speaking 
backgrounds in prison are difficult to meet. It is not 
uncommon for me to hear of prisoners with little or no 
English relying on their cellmates to interpret for them, an 
anecdotal experience supported by research from advocacy 
group, Sisters Inside, who found 84.6 per cent of NESB 
women incarcerated in Queensland said language and 
cultural barriers constituted their worst experience in jail4. 
The Equal Justice Bench Book5 of Western Australia highlights 
that unless appropriate account is taken of linguistic and 
cultural differences, there is the potential for people of 
such diverse backgrounds to be treated unfairly during their 
contact with the criminal justice system.
Which again brings me back to Steve’s recordings in Greek, 
Swahili, Sudanese, and Albanian for the Mobilong Prison 
Radio Project. As far as I’m aware, there is currently no 
prisoner radio programming that directly serves prisoners 
of non-English speaking backgrounds, other than First 
Nation languages. We must remember that working in 
English alone is not an inclusive practice, and given the 
challenges faced by culturally and linguistically diverse 
peoples incarcerated in Australia, it is important we 
consider them as the prisoner radio sector develops.

Dr Heather Anderson  
Senior Lecturer in journalism at the School of Creative Industries,  

University of South Australia.

Dr Heather Anderson is a Senior Lecturer in 
journalism at the School of Creative Industries, 
University of South Australia. She has been a 
community radio practitioner since the early 90s and 
currently volunteers with Radio Seeds at WOW-FM. She 
engages mostly in action research exploring the impacts 
of prisoner radio, and community radio more broadly. 
Heather is a founding member of the Prisoner Radio 
Network.

http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4517.0
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4517.0
http://www.isiswomen.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=728&Itemid=346
http://www.isiswomen.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=728&Itemid=346
https://www.supremecourt.wa.gov.au/equaljustice/
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A key sociologist theorised that the 
nation state came into existence 
as an ‘imagined community’ at the 
time of the invention of the printing 
press. Why? Because the printing 
press allowed news and information 
to be shared across a whole nation of 
individuals who knew that each other 
was receiving that same information, 
and that information could be used 
in ways to generate a sense of 
collectivity and social cohesion. 

The flip side of this shared community through media, 
is ‘Othering’ – the creation of some groups outside and 
inside the nation, who are seen as a threat, or enemies, 
challenging social cohesion. So while the media creates the 
nation, it can also exclude. 
This is important for Australia. A quarter of Australians are 
born overseas, half have at least one parent born overseas. 
One in five speak a language other than English at home.
So what is the place of ethnic and multicultural media, in 
this context? Is it likely to maintain separation between 
migrant communities and the mainstream, or does it 
act as a bridge and an important means of connection, 
security and resilience for communities? If so, how does this 
work? Does it also provide an alternative voice for those 
marginalised?
Ethnic community media can theoretically engage in 
a complementary and productive relationship with 
mainstream media, changing the ways ethnicity is 
represented and creating a space for minorities, but it is yet 
to be established the extent to which this actually occurs.
A new book, Australian Media and the Politics of Belonging, 
argues there has been a shift from multiculturalism to a 

‘new integrationism’, where Australian politics and public 
debate is increasingly focused on the construction of some 
migrants and ethnic communities as threatening ‘others’ – 
most notably Asians, Africans, Asylum seekers and Muslims 

– who are seen as endangering ‘ordinary’ Australians’ 
economic, physical and national security. This shows up in 
the mainstream media.
South Sudanese and Muslims particularly are essentialised 
and homogenised, and represented as a threat to the 
‘Australian way of life’, and ‘Australian values’. In the 
mainstream media, culture is often represented as inherited 
and fixed; and cultural ‘otherness’ as a cause of crime and 
violence. For example, in an issue of The West Australian 
late last year (November 15), there was a report of a 
credit card scam. It was titled ‘Time to be open about 
ethnic crime’. There was nothing ‘ethnic’ about the crime, 
apart from the fact that the perpetrators appeared to 
be black. Credit card scams perpetrated by whites are 
not identified as ethnically based, so why should this 
particular instance be? The article ends with the following 
statement: ‘Thankfully, this ethnically based crime has 
none of the violence that caused such alarm in Victoria.’ 
This double whammy reinforces the idea that all Africans 
have criminal tendencies, and links it to the supposed 
gang violence in Victoria, ignoring the ways that ‘alarm’ 
was caused by politicians’ rhetoric rather than actual facts. 
Earlier, in 2013,, James Barrett (Smith Family, and Edmund 
Rice), tried to challenge the same newspaper’s article 
headlined ‘Time bomb in the suburbs’, which focused on 
youth violence among African young people. He took the 
issue to the Independent Media Council but failed. This 
Code of Conduct says ‘no reference to racial or ethnic 
characteristics can be made unless relevant’, but the Council 
decided ‘the articles were balanced and fair, and complied 
with the Code of Conduct’. Such coverage contributes to 

Farida Fozdar 
University 
of Western 
Australia

Shaping media diversity … and belonging
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attitudes and policy that support discrimination, including 
racial profiling by police. The problem is partly due to a lack 
of knowledge on the part of journalists and editors, but it is 
also playing to the audience. 
But mainstream media does get it right sometimes. When 
Australian politicians were concerned for the welfare of 
‘Australian’ cattle in abattoirs in Indonesia, while locking up 
asylum seekers in offshore detention camps, cartoonists 
combined the two issues to show their hypocrisy. And a 
colleague and I have analysed the ways in which political 
cartoonists took Prime Minister (at the time) Tony Abbott 
to task over his statements about Muslims not fitting into 
‘Team Australia’. More often than not though, there is a 
level of sensationalism in the way the media deal with 
migrants (particularly ‘visibly different’ migrants) and ethnic 
minority issues. 
What is the function of migrant media in this milieu? The 
fact is, we have some ideas but don’t know for certain. We 
think it provides an opportunity for self-representation; 
and opportunity for dialogue; is an outlet for creativity; 
is important for conveying information; provides 
opportunities to build resilience; and for social activism; 
links migrants with the mainstream and offers a space to 
develop integrated identities; and simultaneously to retain 
transnational links with home. Most importantly it keeps 
communities connected, and individuals linked to each 
other, reducing social isolation. It offers a ‘listening’ and a 
‘being heard’ function to new and to older communities. 
So it provides continuity, plus integration. A quote from 
the NEMBC 40 year anniversary report a few years ago 
sums it up – ethnic media serves as ‘the bridge between 
yesterday and tomorrow’. In a context which has seen 
an increase in, and growing complexity of, migrant flows, 
with different types of migration (e.g., temporary labour 
migration, forced migration, family reunion and skilled 
intakes), and simultaneously growing hostility in Australia 
to migrants from certain parts of the world and to internal 
diversity more generally, this function becomes increasingly 
important, and perhaps more difficult to fulfil. But we don’t 
really know – there is little research in the area.
My colleague from UWA’s Communication and Media 
Studies Department, Rob Cover, and I are developing 
a project in collaboration with a number of ethnic and 
multicultural media organisations in Perth, to identify the 
functions, value, reach, and entrepreneurial opportunities of 
such outlets. Our goals are 
1. To map the role, importance and viability of ethnic 

community 
2. To identify the representations of community, forms 

of support, and identity types encouraged in different 
media forms.

3. To determine the role of migrant media in multicultural 
Australia, particularly in terms of providing integrative 
support, building individual and community resilience, 
resisting marginalisation and radicalisation, and as a 
source for a range of identities across communities 
of different languages, migrant generation and 
socioeconomic composition. 

4. To understand the creative, production, promotion and 
distribution processes of migrant community media 
participation in Australia and their impact on a range of 
stakeholders.

5. To develop recommendations concerning priorities for 
future community media policy.

We are also interested to understand how policy changes, 
issues of funding, and potential threats and opportunities 
from digital technologies are impacting the sector.
As ‘community media’, ethnic media generally exists on 
the margins, where funding is precarious, and the goodwill 
of volunteers is often what keeps programs on air and 
magazines printed and distributed. We hope, with this 
research, to demonstrate the value ethnic media provides 
to the migrant and minority communities, and to the wider 
Australian society.

Associate Professor Farida Fozdar 
Deputy Head (Research), School of Social Sciences 

University of Western Australia
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Migrant and ethnic community 
media has played an important 
and powerful role in Australia’s 
cultural life for much of the past 
century. A study undertaken by this 
writer in South Australia in 2011 
and 2012, for example, showed that 
migrant community print and radio 
productions were considered pivotal 
in three respects:

1. Providing migrants and their children 
and grandchildren news from countries 
and places of origin, and news about relatives and 
community members in other parts of the world, 
without the filters of either the Australian press or, in 
some cases, restrictive press censorship in countries of 
origin;

2. Representing the interests and experiences of migrant 
and ethnic minorities living in Australia, particularly 
where mainstream news, information and entertainment 
submerges or ignores minority concerns;

3. Building and sustaining local, regional and national 
migrant and ethnic communities by fostering a feeling 
and spirit of community among locals, providing 
information on important local institutions, and giving 
opportunities for community members to use their 
creative talents and contribute to media publications 
and shows. 

Public interest in the ethnic and migrant community media 
sector is growing, despite expectations it would wane 
in a digital era. This does not mean the road is easy for 
individual outlets or the sector more broadly: among the 
major hurdles for the future will be ensuring capability to 
compete on the basis of facts presented as facts. The future 
can be a bright one, but it will depend on an ability to work 
even more differently from both dominant media and anti-
migrant online trolling in the era of fake news.

The era of Fake News
False news stories, bias, absence and censorship have been 
with us for as long as we have had communication—they 
are endemic aspects of the media process. However, over 
the past half-decade we have witnessed the rise of ‘fake 
news’ as a serious, new phenomena, larger in scale than 
ever before thanks to the affordances of digital media, and 
greater in impact. 
The contemporary version of fake news can broadly be 
defined as: deliberate misinformation in the recognisable 
form of news stories purporting to be from recognised 
sources, circulated usually online; often inflammatory, 
they rely on being re-circulated further through social 
networking. 

Fake news generally uses forms of ‘trickery’ such as dressing 
up false information in a way that looks like it might come 
from a credible source, adopting the tone, style and claims 
to newsworthiness, or claiming to be from a traditional or 
authoritative source by using logos or website addresses 
easily mistaken as the masthead of a known news outlet. 
Researchers do not yet really know what motivates those 
who are creating and deliberately spreading fake news, 
although we understand that there are at least three 
possible motivations:
1. a political motivation, for example supporters of 

extremist or populist parties producing stories that 
discredit rival candidates during an election period;

2. an economic motivation, for example stories that 
encourage readers to click on a YouTube link and 
thereby creative value for that YouTube user’s page 
(what is sometimes called ‘click-bait’’);

3. an emotive motivation, whereby a person takes pleasure 
in creating trouble or scandal or gaining notoriety, with 
neither political nor economic gain at heart. 

Foreign rivalries or competitiveness between different 
international power blocs have also been implicated in the 
production of fake news, although at this stage it is felt this 
is only a small, if significant, contribution to the fake content 
in circulation. 
A common example are announcements of the death of 
a head of state such as the British monarch (which has 
obvious implications for politics, the economy, share prices 
and the more mundane impacts such as people leaving 
work to begin mourning). Another example was the fake 
news stories about presidential candidate Hilary Clinton, 
her beliefs, her past, her associates, all designed to discredit 
her and reduce her chances of an electoral win the United 
States in 2016. Finally, much fake news is focused on social 
minorities such as migrant and ethnic communities in 
western countries including, for example, exaggerated 
claims of a ‘migrant caravan’ supposedly threatening the 
integrity of United States borders, or non-factual stories 
about African gang violence in Melbourne or deliberately 
misleading stories suggesting new calculations that migrants 
are a drain on taxpayers. 
Why is the new form of fake news a problem? Several 
reasons:
• As we have seen in the United States, the United 

Kingdom, Australia and elsewhere, it can have an impact 
politically and economically that can include destabilising 
recognised institutions (no matter how problematic they 
may be to begin with);

• It denigrates the important work of journalists, publishers, 
radio announcers and others involved in the serious work 
of media reporting and journalism;

Rob Cover 
University 
of Western 
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• It makes it difficult for audiences to recognise factual and 
properly-researched news;

• It reduces the overall capability of the populace to be 
politically, socially and culturally informed;

• As has happened on a number of occasions now, it can 
not only make for a more violent society but can result in 
direct violence against migrants and other minorities. 

On the other hand, fake news does have a minor 
silver lining: it has over the past few years helped us to 
recognise some of the most significant shortcomings 
of mainstream print, radio and television media today. 
These include bias; over-simplification of complex current 
affairs; the over-reliance on entertainment rather than 
fact; the contemporary news routines that result in such 
phenomenal speed needed to get content out that fact-
checking is no longer possible to the extent it had been 
in the past. While drawing attention to the shortcomings 
of much mainstream media does not mitigate the 
serious problems of contemporary fake news, using it to 
understand how different players in the broader media 
matrix are positioned today is valuable. 
The rise of fake news in combination with the problems of 
mainstream media open new opportunities to think about what 
kinds of roles and responsibilities migrant, ethnic, alternative 
and community media can play now and in the future. 

Making Sense of Audience Need
In my previous research on the South Australian migrant 
community media sector I asked audiences, editors, 
publishers and producers about how they viewed their 
roles as media. One response was very telling in pointing 
out the importance of community media for health: not 
just the individual health, mental health and wellbeing of its 
migrant community readership, but the health of a society 
overall:

“It doesn’t say so on our site, but we have an important 
mission. When so many members of our community 
look at television but see how absent we are, when they 
read news and see us being stereotyped as illegal, as 
terrorists, as dangerous; … then we have a gap to fill 
because these problems make people unhealthy and 
our community unhealthy. We are doing news and 
entertainment, but our mission behind the scenes is to 
make our community healthy and make the whole of 
Australia healthy …”

In other words, a health society relies on balanced 
reporting, the absence of deliberate falsehood, and on 
the availability of fact-checked material and on adequate 
representation of peoples and communities, whether 
traditional or newly-welcomed into multicultural Australia. 

Old Roles and New Responsibilities
In light of the mission towards a more healthy society, 
migrant and ethnic community print, radio, digital and 
television can forge a new space to take the high ground 
within Australia’s media scene. 
If the old roles of community media were as I described 
them above, then, we might say there are four new roles for 
the sector:
• Where resources, funding and staff permit, fact-checking 

and very strong news routines to intervene against fake 
news;

• Excellent and appealing online social media presence to 
compete with fake news in that space;

• Assuring audiences and communities that they are 
the alternative to both fake and mainstream news with 
evidence-based stories and information;

• Providing greater ‘social connectivity’ for communities to 
aid against the micro-aggressions of anti-immigrant fake 
news stories and their mental health impact. 

In the 1990s, a major segment in Australia’s mainstream 
public turned to SBS as a news source because of the 
quality, balance, fact-checking and global-focused reporting. 
The same can happen twenty years on, where migrant and 
ethnic community media sector may well be our last hope 
for quality media that serves as both combatant and arbiter 
against fake news about migrants and minorities. 

Rob Cover 
Associate Professor, School of Social Sciences 

The University of Western Australia 
rob.cover@uwa.edu.au
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NATIONAL 
AWARDS 
The NEMBC Broadcasting Awards recognise excellence in 
the ethnic community broadcasting sector and provide the 
opportunity to acknowledge the accomplishments of ethnic and 
multicultural broadcasters and stations in maintaining a high quality 
of ethnic broadcasting in Australia and credit those whose aim to:  

• Contribute to media diversity in Australia

• Service the needs of ethnic communities in Australia

• Display a dedication to building stronger community ties

• Raise the profile of ethnic and multicultural broadcasting in Australia. 

• Display a high level of content making skill

The NEMBC is pleased to announce the categories for the 2019 Brisbane 
conference: 
1. Innovative Program of the Year
2. Community Engagement for a Metro and Sub Metro station
3. Community Engagement for a Regional Station
4. Women Presenter of the Year
5. Youth Presenter of the Year
6. Tony Manicaros 

This is a fantastic opportunity to receive national recognition from Australia’s peak organisation for multilingual broadcasters. 
The winners will be announced at the special gala dinner in Brisbane that also celebrates 40 years of radio station 4EB. 
Eligibility: All ethnic or multicultural community radio programs are eligible to apply. Applications can be made by 
programmers themselves or by their station or community. 
 

How to apply
Apply now online at the NEMBC website www.nembc.org.au

Please go to our website for further details on the process for each application and for the deadline dates. 
Some will require written material and images and the specific radio programs will need to send in an MP3 
audio recording. You can send your submission via post or email to: awards@nembc.org.au or send it via the 
NEMBC website there is a send option on the Awards page.
For more information contact our office.

NEMBC NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE 2019

BRISBANE
29–30 NOVEMBER &  

1 DECEMBER 2019

HOSTED BY
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NOW!



Would you like $2000 to fund 
your project?

The grant is open to ethnic and multicultural community broadcasters, program 
groups and stations from across Australia to make their project idea a reality. The 
most innovative and significant project will win national recognition and be given an 
award at the NEMBC Annual Conference.

The grant is open all year round so you can make an application at any time that suits 
your project.

Generously funded by 4EB, 5EBI and 3ZZZ with support from the NEMBC, the grant 
remembers the achievements of Tony Manicaros, the NEMBC’s first president and a 
champion of ethnic community broadcasting at station, state and national levels. 

Got a great idea for your station?
For your program?
For your community? 

The Tony Manicaros Grant supports program content, 
events, training, archiving or other projects that benefit 
ethnic community broadcasting.

Almost anything is possible.

Apply any time!

Download the grant guidelines and application form from the NEMBC website 
www.nembc.org.au

Any questions? Email admin@nembc.org.au or phone 03 9486 9549.

HOSTED BY
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International Women’s Day is celebrated around the 
world on the 8th March every year.

I believe that here at 4EB in Brisbane we held the most 
Multicultural IWD event that could be imagined, on the 9th 
of March 2019. 
With over 50 different nations represented at Australia’s 
Number One Ethnic Broadcasting Station, we had over 70 
ladies in attendance representing these different cultures, 
celebrating together.
New friendships were made, old friendships rekindled and 
there was much sharing of stories.
Everyone enjoyed the food at the luncheon with a great 
selection of salads, cold meats, some hot dishes as well as 
deserts and fruits. Inspirational speakers also presented on 
a diverse range of topics.
Young Australian Krissi Manning who was inspired by her 
mother to go into the world of beauty presented some 
wonderful beauty tips. Krissi shared her story of starting out 
by doing makeup for friends and now runs a very successful 
beauty salon.
Wonderful business advice was presented by Alice 
Langford. An executive member of the Polish Association 
of Qld, Alice provides mentoring and business development 

programs, and set up the Business Excellence Roundtable 
in collaboration with the Lord Mayor’s small business and 
multicultural initiatives.
Kerry Xinias, representing the Greek community, is a 
fashion business specialist facilitator, who started the Sewing 
Hub in West End suburb of Brisbane, and the Designer and 
Makers Market at AHEPA Hall also in West End.
Kerry conducted a workshop on how to make corsages 
from recycled materials. 
All women had an inspirational story to share and the 
afternoon seemed to simply fly by. Towards the end of 
the event we had beautiful songstresses from the Pacific 
entertain us with the ukulele and guitar and everyone 
joined in the sing along. This may become a regular event, 
with the ladies enjoying it so much and requesting for it to 
be a monthly event offered to interested members. 
A big thank you to all who attended and made our 2019 
IWD celebration such a great success. Also, a big thank you 
to the wonderful volunteers who assisted in the decorating 
and set-up on the day. We appreciate each and every one 
of you enormously. Thank-you.

Irene Tavutavu

International Women’s Day  
Luncheon at Radio 4EB
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Never too late to report on women’s issues and here’s 
what happened around Australia with some of the 
ethnic community womens broadcasters. 

Adelaide
International Women’s Day breakfast in Adelaide was 
attended by Vinaya Rai as a representative of the Ethnic 
Media, from 5EBI. The event was hosted by Senator 
Penny Wong and attended by Premier of South Australia, 
Opposition Leader, several ministers and other dignitaries 
and also Bill Shorten! The main speaker was Jane Caro who 
gave an excellent, passionate and enjoyable talk. 

1CMS
On the occasion of International Women’s Day we 
launched a new radio program for women, Women 
Empowerment @ CMS is the name of the new program 
which will broadcast every Wednesday 6 to 7 pm. For this 
show, I have some lovely presenters Tendayi (Zimbabwe 
program), Amanda(CMS Admin), Wenjin (Chinese) & me 
(Hindi,Indian Program). We recorded our pilot program 
on 6th March which will broadcast on Friday 8th March. 
Link : www.facebook.com/Women-Empowerment-
404323606803065/?modal=admin_todo_tour

Also, I have set up a Facebook group page for the women’s 
committee members 2017–2019 has been set up. The page 
will be closed and accessible only for women committee 
members. A request to all women committee members 
has been sent to join the group.
Its international Women Week so some of the 
broadcasters are organizing some women related shows 
and talk in the studio. E.g Hindi Radio is planning a show 
on Sunday with some interviews of women working 
deliberately in their field. 
Currently, I am working on refugee women projects and 
their positive stories. I am working on their stories and 
interviews.

I attended IWIN women forum on Saturday 9th … a brief 
report and video of the event which uploaded on Radio 
Manpasand Facebook Page. Link : www.facebook.com/
radiomanpasand/posts/2253088441613443
On the occasion of the International Women’s 
Day, Initiatives For Women In Need – IWiN brought 
another beautiful event for the Multicultural Women in 
Canberra. The theme was #BalanceForBetter, promote 
collective action for driving a gender balanced world.
Dr. Madhumita Iyengar, Chair IWin welcome the guests and 
introduce about IWin.  
Mina Zaki – Liberal Candidate for Canberra, talked about 
how multicultural women are very shy to talk about their 
identity and themselves.
Tendayi Ganga was the motivational speaker who spoke 
about how women are born to shine. Amolika presented 
a song and captured audience attention with her beautiful 
voice. Coco Island group was one of the mesmerising dance 
attractions made an audience to freak out on their rhythm. 
The brain storming activity for balance for better signature 
pose well engaged the audience in a small groups. 
The event was captured by NEMBC – National Ethnic 
and Multicultural Broadcasters’ Council ACT Women 
representative and Radio Manpasand Ira Patkar

International Women’s Day  
Facebook report

https://www.facebook.com/Women-Empowerment-404323606803065/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.facebook.com/Women-Empowerment-404323606803065/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.facebook.com/radiomanpasand/posts/2253088441613443
https://www.facebook.com/radiomanpasand/posts/2253088441613443
https://www.facebook.com/iwinact.org/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARCoYQlbID0Da_LWZPemStQraGCgHdzd-7HiZnttHJyS8LShlUXXLoapcsxY8jqvap2fBeQlNU60N3C0&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/balanceforbetter?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq&__tn__=%2ANK-R
https://www.facebook.com/madhumita.iyengar?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARAHBBquHvaYIRU2-jfMXvAcTWVHn7lkly3xqcF6l70XmBTWVK6Di8Ch2ybzdVyuyNEkSp5I9-h7LoJu&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/MinaZakiLiberal/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARCR_OxgWGyh4R-0OO08Kne-oKAx80R-trT5fm6dIXMCmX7euu50bM0ORjqxfLnVabrdV7PLA5sbFMnr&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/MinaZakiLiberal/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARCR_OxgWGyh4R-0OO08Kne-oKAx80R-trT5fm6dIXMCmX7euu50bM0ORjqxfLnVabrdV7PLA5sbFMnr&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/tendayi.kanengoni?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARBKyFnH-XPscOzVgqSht1bBBEX94VGVTuwx5eXlJKteHiRQ_iq41QhAVUJ2OEEeqVCaShmisDW1xicV&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/tendayi.kanengoni?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARBKyFnH-XPscOzVgqSht1bBBEX94VGVTuwx5eXlJKteHiRQ_iq41QhAVUJ2OEEeqVCaShmisDW1xicV&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/nembc/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARDjdegML2KEPiUWA3Hty20PROAOmifesrVijy76sbr_I3xzgCbUF2trCIv18JiDOdLX4A8pcZCPbXVa&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/nembc/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARDjdegML2KEPiUWA3Hty20PROAOmifesrVijy76sbr_I3xzgCbUF2trCIv18JiDOdLX4A8pcZCPbXVa&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/radiomanpasand/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARDIShX2nKDFWdYmWSx58DJ2SjkYBBKUzAS3kCxI6I3KwmtAttYbQPXpyZr2m3bgyJHYllvoKkljx5-t&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
https://www.facebook.com/ira.patkar?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARC2zmvl8Xe8rF3EKRfB8hXVgQmhw-UHffpwkYTdWprWXVXPUHF09OUtYnGbHJv58dEdSrzfaE5oqfaa&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAXtPnOAGFKIEg9RJoVVbJ_PL4ahFlf-FRkXCPQ3WxnEZm_02lJZb0MxfoCZ_V3R-z3GD-CiFaOeTjvatUazKX6DcAAiUIbkMmwQ44W1NBZRYY_qmmWe0NJHcphpJYGdrdE7pIWik_b8APQivFsDqhqRUEqh5QjstetPn3pCYJ2wZwOZWFqxAYZhE1wTbIawyKLGiJE_cYtVLzKd-C90Q5Au3PERgxXW3N5M51VgpBvrBT3Dv5nJs8A_AJDYuDcq33GXBPIZ0dkW08FhjAvmKdVCLfn1u8XOQFnAv1Kf4VAqo00TDHfUhRngvdGCCjEginpT22T78JEWcQdpprAESTTeih9r2g-wXUXsIW0WJteejeppZUOEG_RJIYHFlkgmICH-1pZOvwGmO3RNNinBTeMylbgWXEhHDJZiwCg0Mga6qPfqtE_YPaPcHUJc-wq
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Young Australians from culturally diverse backgrounds 
are ambitious and confident, committed to 
contributing to Australia but feel discriminated 
against, according to the latest census of multicultural 
youth in Australia.

The Multicultural Youth Australia Report Census Status 
Report 2017/18 found that multicultural young people 
articulate high levels of belonging to Australia, and to other 
local, institutional and social spaces.

“However, this desire to belong, participate and contribute 
to a range of spheres is not always recognised or 
reciprocated,” the report says.
Produced by the University of Melbourne, the report 
says multicultural young people are incredibly diverse and 
express their identities and attachments in a myriad of 
different ways.

“Multicultural young people are highly optimistic about the 
future. However, this optimism declines with age and time 
spent in Australia … and racism is a key area of concern,” 
the report says.

“Large proportions of multicultural young people are 
experiencing discrimination, particularly on the basis of 
race,” it says.

“Racism is both experienced and witnessed in public spaces, 
shopping centres, schools, workplaces, and when applying 
for jobs.

“Racism is experienced differently by different cohorts of 
multicultural youth, depending on skin colour and other 
visible markers of race, ethnicity and religion,” the report says.

It found that multicultural youth have strong but complex 
connections to their families.

“Most multicultural youth are close to their families and see 
them as an important source of support,” the report said.

“However, these family relationships come with 
responsibilities and obligations that can create tensions, and 
are sometimes experienced as barriers to participation in 
other spheres of life,” it said.
The report found culturally diverse young people were 
engaged and participating in civic and social life of Australia.

“Multicultural young people are highly engaged across a 
range of cultural, civic and social activities,” the report said.

“Despite facing barriers and forms of exclusion, multicultural 
youth are participating in cultural and economic life in ways 
that strengthen their social networks, affirm their civic 
attachments, and enrich their intercultural capacities,” it said.
But the report points out that while labels like ‘multicultural’, 
‘migrant’, ‘refugee’ or ‘CALD’ can be useful in institutional 
settings there is resistance towards them.

“These terms do not come from young people themselves, 
and risk simplifying young people’s experiences of isolation 
and discrimination,” the report said.
The census – which examines social, cultural and economic 
indicators that provide data on how multicultural young 
people are faring– found that nine out ten young people felt 
confident about reaching their future goals.
It found four in five multicultural young people were 
studying, 49 per cent had experienced discrimination 
or unfair treatment in the past year and one in five had 
difficulty meeting transport or study costs or phone or 
internet bills.
The underemployment rate of the respondents in the 
census was 50 per cent.
The study found that gender was a significant factor shaping 
the experiences of people in the survey.

“Females were 3.7 times more likely to feel unsafe walking 
alone at night than males,” the report said.

“Males were also 10 per cent more likely to have a 
strong sense of place-based belonging – that is, to their 
neighbourhoods, schools, workplaces and Australia – than 
females,” it said.
The study surveyed 2,798 15–25-year-olds who are either 
first or second generation new arrivals in Australia.

See the full report: education.unimelb.edu.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0011/2972036/MY-Aust-Report-17-18.pdf

Laurie Nowell  
AMES Australia Senior Journalist

Multicultural youth feel a  
sense of belonging – report

https://education.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/2972036/MY-Aust-Report-17-18.pdf
https://education.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/2972036/MY-Aust-Report-17-18.pdf
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RiSE with 4EB broadcaster 
Kim MacKenzie
RiSE is a 4EB multicultural radio program that 
features uplifting interviews with creative thought 
leaders, their inspirational ideas and innovative 
practices, that represent positive ‘global citizen’ 
leadership. 

The one hour RiSE pre-recorded program pursues 
excellence in all aspects of its production process broadcast 
in the English language and tailored to an inclusive national 
and global audience.
RiSE programs are produced and hosted by Dr Kim 
MacKenzie, who is a professional qualitative researcher 
with academic and personal interests in visionary practices 
that are on the ‘RiSE’ and are having a significant impact on 
culture and society. The bi-monthly programs commenced 
broadcasting in April 2017 on Radio 4EB’s GLOBAL Digital 
channel, as well as on 98.1FM. RiSE goes to air on on the 
3rd Wednesday of each month (98.1FM 2:00–3:00pm) and 
on GLOBAL on the 4th Friday of each month between 
4:00pm to 5:00pm.
With a background in visual arts practice, as well as a 
discipline in digital and global business higher education 
and research, Kim has found her ‘spiritual home’ within 
the wonderful multicultural 4EB broadcasting community. 
Community radio more broadly has enabled Kim to 
creatively and independently explore her passion for 
positive, inspirational and human-centred stories on the 
RiSE, that celebrate our shared global humanity, enriched 
by cultural and philosophical diversity. All programs include 
topic-themed music from rising Australia artists, as well as 
uplifting ethnic music from all around the world.
RiSE was shortlisted for a 2018 NEMBC ‘Innovative 
Program of the Year’ award, featuring the inspirational story 
telling skills of Sri Lankan language teacher & Radio 4EB 
broadcaster Sugee Kannangarra. The program was titled 
‘Restoring the holy grail – The sacred places of Sri Lanka’ and was 
first aired on August 24, 2018. The innovative program 
offers an inspiring vision of peace, unity and heritage 
preservation for SRI LANKA, and includes a variety of 
uplifting Sri Lankan inspired music including a track by Israeli 
singer/songwriter David D’Or and Guy Sebastian.

The most recent RiSE program titled ‘Learning to give’ aired 
in February and featured the inspirational life of QUT 
international Business and Journalism student, Miriam 
Aguero Lorenzo, from Seville in Spain. Miriam, who is only 
20 years old, is learning exceptional global leadership skills. 
She is one of the co-founders (and volunteers) at the 26 
Letters charity based in Lebanon, that supports vulnerable 
Syrian refugee children with their educational needs. The 
program features Miriam’s early life in Seville, why she 
chose Australia for higher education, what inspired her 
to volunteer with ‘26 letters’, and most importantly how 
other higher education students around the world can get 
involved.

Readers are invited to join and contribute to our 
RiSE ‘global citizen’ community on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/riseglobaldigital, on Instagram 
at www.instagram.com/riseradio4eb, and Twitter at 
www.twitter.com/riseglobal1, where they can also learn 
about upcoming programs, and access the links to listen 
to past programs.
Radio 4EB – Sharing the world with YOU!

Kim MacKenzie,  
Host/Producer  

RiSE program at Radio 4EB

Around the stations
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5EBI’s Egyptian Radio
5EBI Adelaide’s Egyptian Radio programs are breaking new 
ground Local, National and International broadcast media.
Egyptian Radio can be heard weekly at 103.1FM on 
Mondays 7:30 – 8:30pm, Saturdays 2:00 – 3:00pm, also 
on social media and streaming. The programs attract 
a wide International audience with regular listeners in 
Canada, USA, Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. 
The productions continually receive wonderful, positive 
feedback from listeners worldwide via facebook, through 
emails and telephone calls to the station.
Produced and presented by Fouad (Andrew) Andrawos 
and his brother Emil, the programs attract listeners from 
a wide range of Arabic speaking communities not just 
Egyptians. The programs enable and encourage, individuals, 
groups and communities to tell their stories and share their 
experiences.
The recent introduction of new and advanced technologies 
including media cameras to record and broadcast live 
programs in both sound and vision has been received 
with an overwhelming positive response from listeners 
worldwide. Live studio performances have become 
the norm with a myriad of local, national and overseas 

performers as well as information specialists taking part in 
the broadcasts on a regular basis.

“Our Egyptian community radio programs are built around 
the ideals of both access and participation.’ ‘Our listeners 
are encouraged to interact even though they come from all 
corners of the globe” said Fouad Andrawos.
Fouad who also produces and presents two other programs 
on 5EBI, namely International Rendevous, Saturdays 
9:00pm – Midnight and the popular 2 hour weekly sports 
show “Football Plus” is continuing to introduce new 
technologies to both programs with the aim of encouraging 
listeners to interact and become part of these programs.

Andrew Andrawos

Musica Viva Celebrates 600 Shows
Like most community ventures, Harvey Community 
Radio 96.5fm began life as an idea, an inconceivable 
notion and a futile gamble according to many. 

The idea became a reality when, in 1999, discussions and 
planning began with the Australian Broadcasting Authority 
(later to become ACMA) for a proposed community radio 
station based in Harvey. Not just any community radio 
station, because Harvey Community Radio 96.5fm (HCR 
96.5fm) would become the first of its kind in an regional 
area fronting the Indian and Southern Oceans, covering 
24,000kms and including 12 local government areas. This is 
the South West region of WA and the most populous and 
economically diverse of WA’s regions.
A former Catholic Priest’s house and later community 
op-shop building became home to HCR 96.5fm and 
renovations from dilapidated house to radio station began 
in August 2003. All this was possible with the assistance of 
the Shire of Harvey, initial grant funding of $24,000.00 from 
the South West Development Commission, foundation 
membership funding from local businesses, authorities and 
private individuals. A long-term lease was secured from 
the Shire of Harvey and after almost twelve months of 
dedicated effort, Harvey Community Radio 96.5fm was 
officially opened on Saturday June 12th 2004. 

Volunteers produced and presented programs and outside 
broadcasts for a brand-new audience, trail blazing for other 
community stations, but one program has survived the full 
journey and continues to support our Italian community 
with one hour per week of Italian language, music and 
community news. Angela Vitalone and Mimma Morabito 
recently celebrated their 600th Musica Viva Program 
with an outside broadcast and cake to thank listeners for 
their support over the years. In November of 2018, the 
community were able to personally thank Angela and 
Mimma for many devoted volunteer hours that ensures 
a little bit of Italy comes to Harvey once a week. The 
celebration was broadcast live in the main street from the 
Harvey Community Radio outside broadcast van.
The South West of WA experienced an influx of post 
war Italian migration and many settled in the South West 
region while small communities, building infrastructure and 
economic stability, were in need of labour. Italian migration 
has been important to the progress of the region and 
has resulted in a high proportion of residents for whom 
English is still a second language. Angela and Mimma are 
dedicated to making sure those community members are 
up to date with information and news while at the same 
time keeping Italian language alive for everyone, including 
school programs. Harvey Community Radio is sure the next 
celebration will be for the Musica Viva 1000th show. 
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94.7FM THE PULSE 
Real radio for real people
94.7FM the Pulse is a non-profit multicultural 
community radio station located in the City of 
Greater Geelong, Victoria. Recently 94.7 the Pulse 
celebrated its 30th year of broadcasting. This is a 
significant achievement in community broadcasting. 
Each week 94.7 The Pulse broadcasts over 70 
programs in more than 15 languages reflecting our 
diverse community. 94.7 The Pulse serves people in 
the community whose needs are not being met by the 
commercial or national sectors of broadcasting. 

94.7 The Pulse is governed by a Board of Management, 
which involves representatives from Station Volunteers, the 
Multicultural communities in Geelong, and the Diversitat 
Executive. 
While primarily designed to serve Geelong, the Surf Coast 
and the Bellarine Peninsula, our studios are in Geelong, the 
service area of the station extends to Lorne, the outskirts 
of Colac, the outskirts of Ballarat, Werribee and anywhere 
in between. We also broadcast via live streaming online, so 
people from all over Australia and the world can tune in to 
94.7 The Pulse. The Pulse is run on the tireless energy of 
our volunteers, generous and community minded sponsors 
and the support of our listening subscribers.
My name is Sophia Shen and I have been serving on the 
Board of Management for almost eight years, currently 
supporting Yanjin Shen hosting The Chinese Program. 
I came to Australia from Hunan Province, China in 1989 
and joined the Chinese radio program in 2013. After 
the retirement from the previous host, there were no 
replacements for the program. In order to keep the 
program going, five Chinese background volunteers joined 
in the radio broadcasting training program. The challenge is 
the time commitment for volunteers to keep. 
Most people would work for a short period of time, then 
they have to leave because of other commitment such as 
career, study or family. We were lucky to have Doris who 
worked for our Chinese Program for two years, then Jessie 
who worked for a year. I have trained a dozens of people to 
help keep the program until last year when we fortunately 

secured Ms Yanjing Shen as our main host. Yanjing was a 
professional broadcasting host in China, it didn’t take long 
for her to be on air. Now the program is very welcomed 
and popular in our local Chinese community, and has 
audience all over the world.
More and more migrants are calling Geelong home and our 
multi linguistic programs help to make people feel a part of 
the greater community. It doesn’t matter how far you are 
away from your home country, you can still hear the familiar 
music, your mother tongue, and all the news around the 
world. The program provides information about the social 

and cultural activities happening in Geelong, and supportive 
information for new arrivals. 
The best thing about being a volunteer is the opportunity 
to help people in need and the invaluable contribution it 
makes to the community. I hope more and more volunteers 
will join us and to serve our multicultural society with 
passion.

Please visit our dynamic and diverse cultural program 
on www.947thepulse.com/program.html

Sophia Shen 
Board Director of Diversitat 

Board Director of 94.7FM The Pulse

Lisa Schneider (in the middle wearing the name tag) with Pulse 
trainees from many different national backgrounds.

On the left: Mitchell Dye who has worked for 94.7The Pulse since 
2006, hosting Mitchell’s Front Page since 2014. On the right: David 
Steele has been hosting Steele Work’s program for the last 7 years.

https://www.947thepulse.com/program.html
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4EB Wakes Up @ Woodfordia!
Three very excited broadcasters, Remah Naji, Yashan 
Thilakaratne, and Monica Tseng, from Brisbane’s 
4EB radio station located on Main Street, Kangaroo 
Point, ventured together on their virgin journey to 
the Woodford Folk Festival (WFF), arguably one 
of the best and longest running Australian festivals 
between the 27th December last year through to 1st 
January 2019. Monica Tseng writes of her experience 
and her role as a live broadcaster, content editor and 
producer as part of the 4EB/4ZZZ Broadcast Team at 
the festival.

“Welcome to – ‘Wake up @ Woodfordia’! 

For the rest of the Woodford Folk Festival, from 6am each 
day, the team from 4EB & 4ZZZ will serve up, an action 
packed and tantalising menu of the people, attractions, 
news and of course, the connections made to the elements 
of ceremony, ritual, participation and a smorgasbord of the 
entertainment from here at Woodfordia.”
I had never been to the Woodford Folk Festival (WWF) 
before, nor had I heard about it in the 28 years my family 
and I had resided in Brisbane. The year 2018 became an 
exception – Months ahead of the Festival, a friend of mine 
had planted Festival stories in my head, and so when the 
4EB station manager, Jo Pratt, stuck a leaflet on the wall of 
the station library calling out for broadcasters to join the 
4EB/4ZZZ broadcast team for the WFF, the seeds burst. 
I could hear a voice inside my head announcing, “This is 
YOUR calling!”

Participation in the broadcast team involved camping 
outdoors for the full duration of the festival. My mind 
recalled a recent camping trip I embarked on with a friend, 
which reminded me that I was more than able to sleep 
in a simple tent under the stars. Furthermore, the WFF 
had presented the perfect opportunity to bring my radio 
training in practice as I had just completed the seven week 
Panel Operator’s Training course that was delivered by our 
highly experienced station training co-ordinator, Jeff Milne. 
Believe it or not, before WFF, my radio and audio editing 
experience was ‘null’. Over the course of the week at WFF, 
with a touch of magic and a miracle or two, I was absorbed 
into the world of live radio broadcasting, editing, and 
production. 
Remah, Yashan and I were not left to our own devices – we 
were closely supported and mentored by a very dedicated 
and experienced 4EB team comprising of WFF Executive 
Producer and World Music guru Ric Heritage, AudioTech 
Engineer Alex Nagl, our very talented Social Media, 
Professional Photographer and Polish Group broadcaster 
Marek Knappe, and tenacious station manager Jo Pratt. 
Each of these individuals were ultra-generous with their 
experience and knowledge as community radio and WFF 
veterans. Given one word each to sum up our collective 
experiences at WFF, Remah, Yashan and I decided that the 
Festival for the each of us was magical, mesmerising, and a 
complete hit. 

Monica Tseng 
4EB Broadcaster, Multicultural Group, Brisbane

Remah Naji, Yashan Thilakaratne, and Monica Tseng at the 
Woodford Folk Festival

Remah Naji, Yashan Thilakaratne, and Monica Tseng in the OB Van

Remah Naji, Yashan Thilakaratne, and Monica TsengAll together now!
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Emanuel Brincat – Maltese 
language broadcasts on 
many stations
My interest in Ethnic broadcasting started way back in 
1995. On the 25th October of that year I met the then 
Convenor of the Maltese Programs on 3ZZZ Charles 
Camilleri. He asked me to join the 3ZZZ Maltese 
Broadcasting Group as Trainee Broadcaster.

I commenced the part-time 22 week 
training on the 8th January 1996 where I 
produced and presented my first full one 
hour Maltese Program, while continuing 
my broadcasting training until I graduated 
in March 1996.

Since then besides Broadcasting at 3ZZZ FM, I held the 
position of Convenor of the Maltese Programs for 18 of my 
21 years at 3ZZZ. I served three, two year terms as Vice 
President of the station and also a Director on the station’s 
Board – the first Maltese Born broadcaster to hold the 
position of Vice President at 3CR Community Radio from 
October 2002 to April 2003 and I was invited to apply for a 
Maltese program on 98.9 North West FM.
I applied for and got a one hour Maltese program and after 
having done another Broadcasting course at Community 
Radio 98.9 North West FM started to broadcast from 
May 2003.
In early October 2016, I applied for another Maltese 
Program on 98.9 North West FM, which was granted and I 
was allocated a time slot on a Monday from 7.00 to 8.00pm 
and since November 14, 2016 I started broadcasting the 
Monday night Maltese Program
As a broadcaster at 98.9 North West FM, I produce 
programs that are of interest to the Maltese Community. 
The content of these programs vary, but I include 
regular Maltese News segments, Community Service 
Announcements, Literature, Sports News, commentary 
from regular contributors from Malta and Interstate, 
Maltese readings, Malta based Maltese and Australia born 
Maltese Singers, Maltese Concert Music bands and when 
time allows Maltese Folklore music and singers as well.
I am also proud to be on the board of management at 
98.9 North West FM, where I hold the position of Vice 
President (4th Term) and carry out my responsibilities with 
diligence as the Chair of all Ethnic Broadcaster meetings at 
98.9 North West FM. 
While enjoying my retirement from the day to day work 
force, broadcasting has become my space that keeps me 
busy and very well supported by my wife Mary Anne.

Emanuel Brincat

Travelling Radio 
Broadcaster
The last couple of months was a busy season for me 
and I flew to the US twice. 

I was invited to interview Steve Wozniak (Apple 
Co-Founder) on stage in a big business event with 2500 
audience in November 2018. 
Steve emphasized the importance of taking ideas to 
different levels for sustainable success. Every time we create 
something, our brain is getting more powerful creating 
another thing. 
It is so true that we can develop our mind power. 
I was on business trip to the US from 1st–14th of January 
when I had the privilege of interviewing George Ross on 
the 13th of Jan, the right-hand man of Donald Trump for 
47 years in a very private cozy environment.
I always feel fascinated to know the mindset difference 
between political success and business success and how the 
negotiation skill differs from each another at the top level. 
George Ross obviously is one of the right people for it. 
George, with his age 92 years old, still has a very sharp 
mind.
George pointed out that there is a gap between business 
success and political success. It does make sense why 
successful entrepreneurs may not create a successful 
political journey unless they can bridge the gaps. Looking 
good in public and get elected does not necessary make a 
successful politician. It is just a start.
I also spent two days coached by Mike Slade, the coach of 
both Bill Gates and Steve Jobs. It is fascinating when listening 
stories about Steve Jobs from an insider. There is so much 
to learn if we want to reach the top potential of ourselves.
As an entrepreneur myself with a multi-cultural background,
Immigrated to Australia, the heaven on earth, I have gone 
through a similar journey like other business people who 
move to a new land with different cultural and language 
backgrounds.
We all carry stories that can inspire entrepreneurs with 
a multi-cultural background. My interview program is the 
voice for those who want to share their real-life stories and 
to encourage others!

Dr. Angela Wilson PhD 
Celebrity Interviewer, Radio Broadcaster  

Multi-cultural Group, Global Warrior Program 
4EB Brisbane
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Welcome to the 2NCR Filipino Broadcast 
The opportunity to become a presenter happened 
when my husband Rob, heard in a radio advertisement 
that they were looking for a Filipino presenter and so 
I called the station manager Basia, recommending me 
for the position. He thought this was a good position 
since my background in the Philippines included 
working in Theatre and the Arts. 

I am a neophyte ethnic presenter. It is indeed an 
opportunity not to pass to be in radio, even as a volunteer. 
Before me was Matel. Who was the presenter of the 
Filipino Community Program for more than 15 years, a 
program which started on 2NCR Lismore in the early ‘80’s. 
The first two Filipina presenters of the program were Eden 
and Dory. 
Our program engages our listeners to benefit from 
harmonious diversity, through sharing our Filipino culture, 
heritage, traditions, music, artists, literature, poems, 
parables, cuisine recipes and Filipino news, on 2NCR 92.9 
River FM.
A highlight of my program is the segment ‘knowing our 
leaders’. A platform for political and community leaders 
to introduce themselves and provide information on 

government services available for 
migrants, institutions, different 
Ethnic organisations and other 
events locally and nationally.
We are aiming to invite Filipinos, 
both professionals and skilled 
workers who would like to share 
their experiences of living in 
Australia to inspire our Filipino 
audience.
I am confident that 2019 will be 
a good year for our listeners. I 

hope you tune in and find yourself immersed in our long 
standing unique Filipino culture with a touch of Australia.
Mabuhay!

May Hall 
2NCR 92.9 River FM 

Lismore City NSW 2480

Wow 100.7 FM most popular multicultural broadcast 
for over 35 years ended on 26 march 2019
The crew at WOW 100.7FM, Penrith Community 
Radio, were unable to enjoy the much anticipated 
annual event, the Penrith CBD Festival which was 
cancelled due to inclement weather, but our Vice-
President Majid Piracha who is also the delegate 
representing NSW on the NEMBC Executive was in 
Melbourne for the NEMBC Executive Committee 
meeting. 

Majid is also kept busy with looking after our Sponsorship 
drives, Festivals, Promotions and keeping in contact with all 
political figures stateside. He highlighted the importance of 
CBAA’s Directive and suggestions to develop radio station 
sponsorships, similar to On Air sales promotions, looking 
good on line, getting the price right, sales events, gifts and how 
to successfully use most effective medium of communication 
being broadcast which we have free access to. 

We can, through our Broadcast presenters, station 
members, volunteers and all other position holders design 
our own effective invitation to attract sponsors as part of 
the larger NEMBC national network
While Majid & Daisy delivered their last live on-air 
Multicultural Radio Show on the 26 March 2019 as it 
had been for over 35 years, they were inundated by 
congratulatory phone calls from their their audience 
congratulating and expressing their concern that they will 
miss their multicultural show. 
Although they have hung up their headphones to begin 
a long break of taking care of family and community 
commitments, they will keep up with their volunteer Radio 
Station and local Community work.

Majid Piracha 
Vice President, 2WOW
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The NEMBC National Conference was held at 
the Novotel Langley in Perth from 23 to the 
25 November 2018

The NEMBC Annual Conference representing thousands of 
ethnic community broadcasters had again exceeded itself 
in creating a positive environment for information sharing, 
networking to strengthen relationships with stakeholders 
and creating constructive member engagement.
The two stand-out achievements for the Perth Conference 
was the extraordinary reception at the Perth Mint on 
Friday night and the other was the high attendance rate 
for the conference which included a diverse range of 
regional stations. The Perth Mint Friday night reception was 
organized by 6EBA and almost all agreed that they have 
raised the standard of the NEMBC National Conferences 
with over 146 people attending the reception. The higher 
than expected attendance rate was mostly due to the 
Lottery West funding that supported travel from regional 
stations in WA, and the NEMBC attracted people from 
our activities such as Speak My Language. The numbers were 
also boosted thanks to Lieta Sauiluma-Duggan, President of 
1CMS, who brought 13 Young people from the station.    
For the first time the Youth Conference was run along-side 
the main Conference but still enjoyed its own autonomy 
with youth related specific workshop sessions. This binary 
concept also proved to be quite popular and made it 
possible to integrate youth speakers and issues into the main 
conference. It was also efficient and cost effective reducing 
air-travel, accommodation and logistics costs in Perth.
The host radio Station, 6EBA, management and staff were 
very efficient in their application and went out of their way 
to create a friendly atmosphere of welcome and fun, and 
assisted NEMBC staff with Conference operations and had 
a broad input into providing support for the NEMBC’s Gala 
Dinner, Awards presentations and  entertainment.
The main plenary brought together six keynote panel 
presenters from a range of diverse experiences including 
two academics:  Associate Professor Farida Fozdar and 
Associate Professor Rob Cover both from the University 
of Western Australia; our industry people Maximo Perez-
Torres, Sports Reporter and 3ZZZ broadcaster and Tibor 
Meszaros from WA Community Television. The panel 
included FECCA youth Representative, Waqas Durrani, and 
it’s always good to have First Nations involvement in our 
conference with Jim Remedio sharing his vast amount of 
experience and bringing us up to date on Indigenous and 
community media issues. 
There were a number of First Nations representatives at 
the conference from 3KND in Melbourne and Radio Meeka 
98.3 FM in Karratha.
The sessions at the Youth and Main Conference provided 
fertile ground for developing outcomes. The main keynote 

session led to the NEMBC working on a research project 
with the University of WA.  The session on the ‘Speak My 
Language’ Aged Care Project shared experiences from 
facilitators and broadcasters and reinforced the need for 
the project to receive ongoing funding to reach other 
states. The “Marketing and Sponsorship” session led to 
contact with stations and further workshop opportunities. 
The “Copyright and Social Media” presentation by legal 
practitioner Steven Brown from Lynn and Brown Lawyers 
has led to ongoing input into this important issue and 
helped to clarify and assist radio programs using social 
media as a tool for distributing their programs. The session 
by the CMTO on “How to Make a Podcast” will be turned 
into a webinar and, due to popular demand, will be a more 
detailed two hour session at the 2019 NEMBC Conference 
in Brisbane. The CBF Grants session brought to light some 
of the difficulties stations are facing and this will contribute 
to improvements in the CBF grant process. 

Youth Conference
Youth sessions centered on expanding thinking skills and 
content specific to different media platforms and engaging 
audiences through social media forums as well as expanding 
personal networks and synergy options. 
The Youth Conference provided a great opportunity to 
develop employment pathways and a number of people 
have signed up to the NEMBC. The “Youth Networking 
and Critical Thinking” session was empowering and 
developed stronger skills for our youth broadcasters. The 
participation of Federal Senator Jordon Steele-John from 
WA was inspiring and opened up the opportunity to hold 
interviews on 1CMS when Parliament meets in Canberra. 
The NEMBC will continue to work with the ABC and 
Andrew O’Conner, News Editor of the ABC WA, to 
make linkages and develop partnerships for training and 
employment. 
The young people attending the Perth Conference are 
potentially Australia’s leading network of up and coming 
media makers and are the faces that can, with much 
inspiration, shape Australia’s radio journalist landscape over 
the next twenty years.

Gala Dinner and NEMBC Awards
The 2018 NEMBC Broadcasting Awards recognised 
the contribution of individuals and radio stations in the 
Multicultural and Ethnic Sector. All local, state and national 
ethnic or multicultural community radio programs are 
eligible to apply for the Awards.
In 2018, the interest and quality of entries received has been 
exceptional particularly for the Innovative Award. It is a 
credit to the Ethnic Community Broadcast industry that so 
many broadcasters are passionate about multicultural radio.

NEMBC National  
Conference in Perth 
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Similar to 2017, the NEMBC Awards were announced at 
the Conference Gala Dinner. There were over 150 people 
in attendance at the festive dinner allowing members, VIPs, 
sponsors and special guests to wind down and mix in an 
atmosphere of expectation and celebration.

In Conclusion
With over 180 delegates, staff and volunteers present at 
the conference, the theme of Shaping Media Diversity was 
a timely and appropriate theme, especially when there 
has been so much discussion about representation in the 
media. 
Ethnic community broadcasters already shape our media 
diversity by being the third-pillar of media in Australia but 
what role will the ethnic community broadcasting sector 
play in the coming years and decades? will we be change 
agents and shapers and if so what do we need to do now 
that can help shape media diversity into the future?
In brief, the Conference outcomes were higher than 
expected due to the extensive promotion campaign both 
in Western Australia and the East Coast of Australia 
allowing community radio members from remote Western 
Australian regions to join members of the NEMBC; we had 
around 19 attendees from regional Western Australian 
Community radio stations.
The NEMBC continues to receive excellent feedback 
on how we organize and operate the Conference from a 
survey our members, who attended the event, completed. 
Our thanks goes out to the many presenters at our 
Conference that dedicate their time and energy to making 
the Conference a success. Our thanks to the Board, 
Management and Staff of 6EBA for programming, organizing 
and providing volunteers to operate the “Welcome” 
function and to our sponsors, without their contribution 
this Conference would not have been possible.
Please find photographs of the conference on the next two 
pages.

Overall Feedback

Excellent
Good
Average
N/A

36.21%

1.72%

58.62%

3.45%

Guest Speakers and Panellists

Excellent
Good
Average
Poor47.37%

10.53%
5.26%

36.84%

Workshops
 

Excellent
Good
Average

38.60%

8.77%

52.63%

Sponsored by:Hosted by:

NEMBC National  
Conference in Perth 
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We’re delighted to recognise excellence in ethnic broadcasting and pay tribute to the many voices, programs, 
volunteers, communities and radio stations who work hard to keep ethnic community radio alive.

2018 Award for Most Valuable Contribution to the 
Conference 1CMS, Canberra

Lieta Sauiluma-Duggan (in pink) surrounded by 1CMS Youth Members

2018 Innovative Program 
of the Year The Multicultural 
AFL Football Show, Radio 3ZZZ 
FM, VIC

L–R Maximo Perez-Torres, 3ZZZ Presenter, 
Fiv Antoniou, NEMBC Operations Manager, 
Salam Hasanein, 3ZZZ Presenter and 
Gabriel D’Angelo, 3ZZZ Production

2018 Women’s Presenter 
of the Year Ira Patkar, ‘Radio 
Manpasand’, 1CMS, ACT and 
Remadevi Dhanasekar, “Tamil-
Oli”, Tamil Language Group, 
Radio 4EB, QLD

Ira Patkar, 1CMS Remadevi Dhanasekar,  
 Radio 4E

2018 Youth Presenter of 
the Year Sandy Al-Aweik, 
Muslim Community Radio,  

“Surviving the HSC” – 10 part 
radio series

(L–R) Youth Presenter of the Year – Sandy  
Al-Aweik, Muslim Community Radio, Abdul 
Ghannoum 2MFM accepting the award

2018 Volunteer Contribution 
of the Year Wynn Te Kani, 
Maori Language Group Radio 4EB

(L–R) Volunteer Contribution of the Year – 
Wynn Te Kani, Maori Language Group, 
Radio 4EB, Jo Pratt 4EB manager accepting 
the awardCongratulations to all the winners!

Congratulations to the  
winners of the 2018 NEMBC 
Broadcasting Awards
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Our new President  
Ian Hamm
Ian Hamm commenced a three-year term as CBF President 
on 1 July, taking over from Peter Batchelor after seven years 
at the helm.

A Yorta Yorta man, Ian brings extensive government and 
community sector experience, particularly at executive 
and governance levels, to the role. Ian has overseen major 
policy and strategic reforms for government and community 
organisations through his work with the Australian 
Government (Office of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Health) and the Victorian Government (Department 
of Justice; Department of Planning and Community 
Development, Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and 
Resources) and other bodies.

Ian is admired for his big-picture thinking and is passionate 
about making a difference. He holds a number of leadership 
positions at other organisations including as a Board 
member of the National Trust of Australia (Vic), Australian 
Red Cross, Inclusive Australia and First Nations Foundation.

The NEMBC Board welcomed Ian to their June meeting 
for a productive discussion focused on the value of ethnic 
community media in Australia. 

More than $9 million 
granted
In June, 171 organisations were granted more than 
$9 million in Round 1 2019/20, our biggest round of the 
year. A large portion of this funding was invested in ethnic 
broadcasting – we look forward to seeing how our funds 
help to engage your diverse audiences in the year ahead.

Our next round of funding opens in early July. Before 
starting your application, check in with our friendly Grants 
Support Team and visit cbf.org.au/successful to view tips 
from our last round including the key projects we funded 
and insights from our Grant Assessor team. 

To keep updated on our latest grants, including tips on 
improving applications and other opportunities for funding, 
subscribe to our newsletter at cbf.org.au/subscribe.

Key dates 2019

Round 2

Grants open Monday 1 July

Grants close Tuesday 27 August

Grants announced Mid-November

(L-R): Juan Paolo Legaspi, Nick Dmyterko, Luigi Romanelli, Joe DeLuca, Tangi Steen, Irene Tavutavu and Ian Hamm



WOMEN'S 
LIVING 

STORIES 

Multicultural Women's Living Stories Radio Project: 
CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS 
�he�N���C��men�s�Committee�in�ites�women�to�participate�in�the��i�ing��tories��adio��ro�ect��
�his�is�a�fantastic�opportunity�for�women�broadcasters�to�share�their�wor��and�to�share�stories�of�
women�from�all�cultures�and�in�all� languages�with�the�rest�of�Australia ��
�he�pro�ect�will�gather�your�inter�iews�as�edited� radio�features�� which�will�be�a�ailable�online�
through�the�N���C�website��
�he�topics�� reflections��memories��stories��e�periences�and�perspecti�es�you�choose�to�discuss�and�
feature�are�up�to�you��

Opportunities for Participation: 
�roadcasters�are�encouraged�to�conduct�their�own�inter�iews�and�compile�a������minute�radio�feature��
Community�members�who�wish�to�be�inter�iewed�can�also�contact�N���C�to�be�put� in�contact�
with�a�broadcaster�� �nter�iews�can�be�recorded� in�any�language�but�please�submit�a�short�
summary�of�the�inter�iew�in�the�same�language�as�well�as�in��nglish��

Guidelines: 
�nter�iews�should�be�edited�into�a������minute�radio�feature.��roadcasters�must�also�
ha�e�permission�to�include�any�music�which�is�used�in�the�podcast���o�access�more�
information�on�legal�music�please�go�to�creati�ecommons�org�legalmusicfor�ideos�

For more information or to register you interest, contact NEMBC at 
admin@nembc.org.au or (03) 9486 9549 NEMBC 



NEMBC NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE 2019

BRISBANE
29–30 NOVEMBER & 

1 DECEMBER 2019

HOSTED BY

 SAVE 
THE DATE


